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ENGLISH TEA0HIHG IN ELEMElvT.ARY SCHOOLS 
I .Histor:y: and methQ_~,.of the Survey. 
Thia survey of the teaching of elementary school English 
was begun in 1913·by a committee headed by Dr. Edwin M.Hopkina 
of the University of Kansas, following the recommendation of 
the National Council of English Teachers, under the authority 
of the United States Bureau of Education, and with the support 
o:f the :National Educational Association. Two years,1913~1916, 
were required to complete the organization of the survey, 
issue and collect the questionaries, and begin tabulation• 
The task of tabulation occupied nearly five years, the inter-
pretation of the material required further ~ime,and other 
unavoidable delays have operated to postpone the appearance 
of the report; but though ten years have passed since the 
investigation began, it is probable that the results are no 
less valuable on that account• Indeed, except in .minor detail"B 
it is doubtful whether conditions as herein exhib~ted have 
altered in tha.~time, as the World War was hardly an influence 
for progress in elementary education. 
The questionaries used in this survey of elementary schodl 
English were issued in three parts~ The first,called Sheet I, 
had to do with the cost and labor of teaching ·elementary school 
English;the aacond,or Sheet II, with the administration of 
elementary scho,ol English; and the third, or Sheet III, with 
details of method. 
The tabulation and interpretation of Sheet I has been 
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a·arried out under the ·personal supervision of the chairman 
of the committee, The material of Sheets II and III was tab-
ulated by a number of voiunteer workers, who systematized 
and averaged the replies, and arranged them by grades, a.:J.l the 
replies being assl.i,~bled aaoording to grades clas1;Jified as to 
schools in cities below 50,000 in population, schools in cities 
above 50,000 in population,and departmental schools~ 
The present thesis is a final summary and interpretation .. 
of the material of Sheets II and III, made from a cross-tabu-
lation of preceding tables, by assembling under each given q 
question all the replies to that question from each grade in 
order. In interpretatmon a search has been me.de for general 
tendencies ~hrough the grades, for resemblances or differences 
among schools of the three o~asses, and for any notable except-
ions to apparent standards or rules• 
Whenever possible ,replies have been reduced to percentages 
and re.corded in tables in an attempt to make available as 
much material as possible in a minimum of space. Such explan-
ations of the tables as seemed necessary have been added and a 
detailed interpretation of the results follows in each case• 
In the arrangement of the tables the general practice has been 
to record separately the percentages from the three types of 
. . 
. schools as ~ first row,replies from cities below 50,000; 
B.t seoomd row, replies from oitiea above 50;000; and ~' third 
row, replies from departmental schools. Exceptions to this 
rule are noted as th.By occur• 
II Gena ral Summs.ri of Results. 
A. From Sheet II, Administrative and Gen:er~ai. 
1. As to course of study. 
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There is no agreement concernung the content or 
arrangement of the course of stud~ in elementary school 
English; and no evidence of any determining princi~le. 
2~ As to results in English teaching. 
Results are satisfactory in more than half the 
schools reporting. Language, compos~ion, or grammar 
are of all English subjects the least satisfactory in 
the several grades. Unsatisfactory results are ca.used/ 
Soc.h 
b~ poor_working conditions~s over-crawding,a.nd lack 
0£ time. and by unfavorable home and community influences. 
Home influences may be owing to na~ional:ity, but the 
general opimion is that nationality is no greater factor 
in English work than other unfortunate home ·conditions. 
The remedy for unsatisfactory reau~ts in English 
te~ching is fewer pu~ils, less work attempted, or more 
time. 
3. As to coordination. 
The subjects chosen fD~ coordination with English 
are usually the vontent subj eats., as geography or history, 
or even some branch of English itself. About oneQfourth 
of the schools report correlation of vocational activity 
with English with satisfactory results in about half of 
these schools. In other than English classes attentiom 
to English is secured by insisting upon correct usage 
or complete statements in all reci ta.tions. 
4. As to re aul ta from :tr~iniil.gt ::.,": '. . ·_ · ·'. 
Compared with other subjeets upon a basis of 
knowledge and personal power1English or reading is / . -
ranked first, but by a close vote. Arithmetic/ which is 
conceded. second rank~ is a close oompeti tor for first 
place. 
5. As to libraries• 
Schools generally seem to be equipped with some 
sort of library, averaging about one hundred volumes, 
most of which are fiction. Library reading is usually 
from fiction .and is voluntary and for recreation. 
6. As to teacher preparati<>n. 
The median of teacher preparation for all grades 
is the second year of nornal school. 
B.-From Sheet III, details of method. 
l• Sheet III is devoted chiefly to ooniidera.tion of 
details of method in teaching reading, composition, 
grammar, and spelling. 
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In each subject exaept reading there'is small 
dependence on the te:x:b in the early grades with increasing 
use in later years. Reeding is taught through a large 
use of classics and supplementary readers in the higher 
grades. 
With reading thSr:e is considerable instruction in 
phonics, usually preceding oral reading. Subject matter 
is taught before form. ani the first reading of a lesson 
is usually silent and before class. 
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In composition classes there is a greater proportion 
of written exercises than oral althou.gh oral oompoai ti on 
is conceded greater importance~ The material for oral 
and written exercises is drawn fDOm other subjects and 
from the pupil's experience, observation, and imagination. 
·Exercises are .usually addressed to the class or an 
individual and consist of games, conver-sation, s~ciety 
work, for oral composition, and of dictation, copy-work, 
and outlines for written. Ore.l exercises are corrected by 
teacher and pupils in class, and written work by the 
teacher in private. Less than ona-hal~ of class time 
is de.voted to a study .of the text. 
Grammer is tapgb.t both independ.Bntly and in connection 
with reading and composition.· Definitions and illustrations .. 
are not memorized but are developed through a variety of 
methoas. The sentenoe, then the parts of speech, are taught 
through actual use. There is a general effort to secure a 
practical application of the principles of grammar~ 
Spelling is taught in connection with reading and 
composition as well as independen1ily• The number of new 
words taught increases from two pEr lesson and fourteen 
per week in grade I to seventeen per lesson and forty-four 
per week in grade VIII. Words which are not in the pupil's 
vocabulary are tau@:lt in order- to increase his vocabulary 
and because they are needed in other subjects~ Simplified 
spelling is not in general use. 
Results are most satisfactory in reading and least so 
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in grammar. The pupil fai1a in the mechanics of the several 
~o"b~ 
aubjects;andAto make practicaJ. application of their prin-
ciples; because of his natural defects or la.ck of interest, 
or because the course is not adapted to his needs, or 
because of unfavorable teaching conditions. 
2• Certain miscellaneous items• 
6 ~ The teachers' preparation tim~ for all English 
branches averages more than one hour daily. 
b. The teachers' ideal in composition teaching is, 
fo:t .. the>:pupil, self expression through correct expression. 
III. Detailed interpretation oLSi!eet II of the 
guestionary. 
Q~estion 16 ~· What prep~ration in English does this grade 
expect of preceding ones? 
Question 17 .!• What preparation in English, as to both . . ,. 
knowledge and power, does this grade aim to furnish for the 
next in order? (For grades I to VII.) 
Question 24 .!• What ia the English course of study for this 
grade? 
Question 29 .!!• On completing the elementary school course 
1n··English, what should a :pupil know about English? (For 
eighth graae only instead of 17 preceding•) 
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That is, is there a typical apurse of study in English? 
If so, what is it? Upon what principle is.it based? 
Table I. 
: · : : : :Lang. :Oral :W. :Mem/: : :Grade:Rpla. :Read.: Sp. :Gram. :Expsn:Expsn:Work:Reprod: 
. • 
. . 
·:A. 66 : : 
I :B.10 52 f 50 
70 • . 50 
• • 
: 50 
II : 10 ; 4 : 12 20 : 75 
79 : : 
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Explanation of preceding table. 
A. Number of replies from cities below 50;000 
B. " " u " " above 60,000. 
o. '' " " " departmental schools. 
In this table no attempt has been made to distinguish among 
the several types of schools. The replies from all schools 
were classified as shown and reduced to percentages baaed on 
the total npmber of replies. 
Table II. 
: : Reading : Language : Spelling : 
: Grade: l. : 2 : 1 2 : 1. 2 : . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 
I :18•3: 9.6:17.7: 8.85:13.7: 6.8: . . . • . . . . • . . . 
II :22. . .88:18 .. 3.6 :16 1.9: . • I . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . III :16.6: 8.26:26.6:12.6 :16.4: 7.8: . . . . . . . . . • • • . . " . IV :26.2:13.3 :23.6:21 :18•6: 7.7: . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . v :27.6:19.a :26.3:23.9 :17.4: 12•5: -=--. . . .. . . • . ... . . . . . . . . . . VI :26•8:23.6 :25.9:13.2 :17.9: 14.6: ! . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . 
VII:25.5:22.4 :30 :18.6 :24.6: 20•9: . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . VIII:25~5:19•7 :29;.5:22.1 :17.6: 7.9: . 
This table is compiled from replies from cities of the 
first·c1ass. . 
l• Figures in the left hand column under each subject 
represent recitation time in minutes as computed from replies to 
Sheet I of the questionary. 
2. Figu.res in the right hand column represent recitation 
time based on the paroentages in Table I. 
Because the replies to this questionary came from such a 
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variety of schools both as to size and situation it seemed 
that a composite course of study constructed from the answers 
to questions 16 _!, 17 ~, 24 !,, and 29 ~ preceding shpuld 
embrace all the elements of a typical course of study in 
elementary school English~ Accordingly the answers to questions 
17 !_, 24 a, and 29 !. of the given grade and to 16 !. of the 
grade immediately following were tabulated and classified into: 
' . ' 
Reading and Literature; Spelling and Vocabulary; La.ngu.age or 
Grammar; Oral Composition; Written Composition (sometimes 
called "writing" and made to include a few references to 
penmanship); Memory work; and Reproduction. Thia classification 
was then reduced to percentages based on the number of replies 
for each group. Becuase of the frequent use of general termQ --....,,· - . ' 
such as "majority", "much", "many", and "several", these 
percentages could not be made scientifically accurate, yet it 
does not seem unfair to base certain conclusions upon them. 
The first conclusion is: No ~.ag~eement exists among 
eduoa.tors generally :o.oncerning the sttdies which should be 
inaluded in each grade in an English course of study. The 
table of peraentages indicates that aertain English branches 
pursue a very erratic course thfough ~he grades. Reading, 
for example, whiah as one of the original three nR's" should 
be assured a plavi in the school curriculum, is mentioned in 
62%_ of the ~liies for grade I, in about 4% for grade· II, then 
in atea~ily increasmng percentages to about SB% in grades VI 
and VII, whence it drops to 78% in Grade VitI. Certainly this 
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oan not mean that after more than half the teachers have begun 
instruction in reading in grade I. only four percent of them 
continue it in grade II. More ptobably it means that by. the 
remaining forty-eight or ninety-six per cent reading is con-
sidered not a branah of "English" but an independent study. 
Similarly we find that language after being taught by fifty 
per cent of the teachers in the first grade is mentioned by 
only twenty per cent of second grade teachers, then by fifty-
eight per cent for grade III, eighty~eight percent for grade VI. 
W'l.d ninety-one per cent for grade V, but by only fifty-three 
pe~oent,in grade VI, sixty-one per cent in grade VII, and by 
eighty-three per cent in grade VIII. The sudden drop in grade ai x 
may be accounted for by the groWing uncertainty concerning 
giammar,the form le.ngu.age study most frequently assumes in the 
later grades; but it is hard· to believe that fifty per cent of 
fmrst grade teachers, eighty per cent of second grade teachers, 
and a large minority of teachers in ea.oh of the following grad.ea 
offer no instruction in language. It seems more probable that to 
these t~echers la.ntraage does not mean English. Spelling, oral ' 1~· ' .·' . 
English, written English, memory work, and reproduatiC?n follow a 
similarlj erratic course throUkh: the grades, the percentages 
' ' ' 
m.f teaaher~ offering them rising and falling 9 sometimes by leaps, 
sometimes gra~ually, according to no educational principle so far 
aa determined. 
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If we do not concede this hypothesis, that we do no.t know 
what we mean by English, then we see oonfusion grow worse con-
founded. For an experiment let us attempt to construct a school 
program from the data which we have. Suppose we interpret the 
percentages of teachers reporting the various branches to repre-
sent the relative value of each subject in the opinion of 
1 
educators in general. Since the time alRtted to a subject 
frequently reflects the estimate of tts value, let ~s change these 
percentages into time units. From Sheet I there are available 
- . 
tables showing the actual average recitation time in minutes 
for English branches through out the grades.· Let these stand for 
100% and then we oan compute the time allowances for our 
hypothetical schedule. Upon this basis reading would be taught far 
nine minutes a .~ay in_ ~~de I! f~r .. ~/l~ .. ~f .. a minute i~ ~~de 
II, 8.25 minutes in gr~de III, 13 minutes ~n.gra~e IV, 19.8 
minutes in grade V, 23•5 minutes in grade VI, 22.4 minutes in grade I 
VII and 19.7 minutes in grade VIII. Language would receive 
~ 
attention for e~ght monutes a day in grade I, for three min-
utes a day in grade II, and in the remaining grades as follows: 
grade III, 12•5 minutes, grade IV,21 minutes, grade V, 23.9 min-
utes, gr~de VI, 13.~l minutes, grade VII, 18.6 minutes, grade 
VIII, 22.12 minutes• Spelling gets but 1•9 minutes a day 
in grade I while penmanship gets 2.28 minutes. Spekling receives 
20.9 minutes a day in grade VII a.nd in grade VIII is allowed 
seven minutes. The impossibility as well as the absurduty of 
such a schedule is apparent at once, and as examination of 
other English branches shows similar results we are driven to 
our second conoluaion, that there is here no agreement 
as to the relative importance of English subjects and there-
fore no olue to the ideal or typical oourse of English study. 
Principles determining the course o~ study. 
The failure to discover a typical course of study me~s 
also the failure to discover any principle upon which it 
. . . 
might have been vased. However in answers to question 24-ob 
I -/ 
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·"What general principle or principles determine this arrange-
ment( of a course of study)?"> there are replie~ whie.h it would 
not be fair to ignore. In almost every case some reference 
is ma<fe to the course of study, but the principle determin:tng 
the arrangement of the course is not named. Apart from these 
answers, the chief references are to an adjustment to the pup.:lll• 
"Hie age, needs, and ability", "his deveiopment","his needs . . 
and interests", "his future needs and development" figure m 
nearly fifty per cent of the total number of replies• " 
"Local needs"and"the demands of citizenship"are mentioned 
occasionally,and nine replies for grade VI suggest as a 
practical basms for deciding the character of English work 
"the practical fife of a common ~i tizen" ,. The space of the 
questionary did not permit an elaboration of these phrases 
hence there is no way of determmning whether educators agrEm 
concerning the "needs" of a child at his various stages of 
development. 
"The power of self-expression" / ei th.er orally or in 
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writing,ia named as a motivating force in an average of ten 
per cent of the replies from all grades. The principles of 
"correct usage", "of developing imagination", and "creating 
interest" are mentioned occasionally •. InduotiQn,deduction, 
and association a.re mentioned twice, and two replies for 
grade II suggest that "children learn the history of the raoe 
through folk stories and mythsn. 
Less than one third of the schools represented in 
this questionary offer answers to this question,a faot which 
~ 
may indicate that educators a.re not prepared to state the 
principles upon which their courses of study are based. 
From replies to the tiird part of this ·ques-tion, 24 g_, 
"To what extent,if any, are individual teachers allowed, to 
make variations in it( the course of study)?", we learn that . . 
teachers are given much latitude Within the limits set by 
the course if the general aim is kept in mind,but what that 
general aim is caimot be definitely ascertained from th.e 
data given. 
The following graph combines the data compiled from 
the answers to the preceding questions 16 _!, 17 _!, 24 ~. and 
29 ~· The percentages aepresent approximately the proportias 
of answers reporting Englis~ work of each class indicated; 
but only approximately
1 
because often instead of figures are 
given such answers as "majority", "much", "practically all", 
and "several". 
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The English subjects are arbitrarily indioated thus: 
- Reading-Li tere.ture 
.._Spelling-Vocabulary 
Language- later Grammar'Qll:r 
.~ral composition 
~Written Composition( sometimes called 
writing and so including penmansliip) 
VI :VII :VIII: 
. . 
~ .... ----------------....-f-------...... !ilO---..... ,._--... ~;;;.;;"""'"l!o------~ ..... ----~""-,_,i-.; ...... ___ ~ . . 
. . 
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The other details of questions 16 and 17 and all the 
other questions will :from this point be discussed in their 
regu.lar numbered order, and ~eplies will be reduced to table.:s 
of pErcentages whenever that is possible~ .Since there is no 
uniformity in the number of replies it seems necessary to 
note the number for each grade and each question. Unless 
otherwise stated this number is,in each cas•, the basis upon 
which the percentages in the remaining columns are computed, 
and as will be seen this number is often so inadequate as to 
make the percentages based upon them wholly tentative. 
Question 16 .a.; Is the e:xpectati on( as to the desired 
preparation) fully met? 
Table III 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
: Grade :RJ2ls.: Yes . No :Pa.rtfil • . :&.ll 54.5 45.4 . . I :B. 4 75 . 25 . . • . • . . . 57 z 70.1 24j5 . 6•4: . . . . II . 10 60 . 10 30 . • . . . . . 76 . 60.5 39.5 . . . . . III . 10 . 60 . 40 . . • . . • . 65 67.6 • 23 • 9.4: . . • • • IV . 10 . 45 45 . io· . I • . I . . 69 52~6 35.6 . . 11.9: . • . v 11 54~5 . 45.4 . . . . . 59 69.l 42.3 .. 8.6: . • . VI . 10 50 50 . . . . . 55 '38.2 . 50.8 10•9: . . . VII: 11 54.5 . 45~4 . . . . 
:c.11 18.18: 45~4 36.3:. . . 52 32.6 . 63.2 4.2: • . . • VIII: 10 . 40 60 . . . .. . 16 26 62.6 12. 5: . 
The table indicates that in the first six grades the 
teachers who a.re satisfied with the work of the preceding 
grades are in the majority over those who are not pleased 
or are only partly satisf~d. The teac~ers in grades VII 
and VIII in smaller cities who find the work not up to their 
expectations total 60•8% ani 63•2% respectively. In cities 
above 60,000 the replies show a considerable degree of 
satisfaction up to grade VIII where there is a falling off. 
In departmental schools, however, there is a noteworthy 
proportion of dissatisfaction• 
Question 16 .Q.; If that expectation is not fully met, 
in what respects( that is, what is lacking)? 
Table omitted. 
The number of replies to this question from the early 
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. grades( grades I to IV) is small though not negligible. In 
the later grades the number of reports makes possible certain 
worth while conclusions. 
These replies can be roughly grouped into three classes; 
those having to do with the pupil, with the teacher, or with 
the curriculum. The weakness of the pupil rests chiefly in 
his inability to ap~ly the knowledge he has, and in his too 
great dependence on the teacher. In the later grades we find 
frequent complaints that the pupils"do not know how to study", 
11 cannot get thought from the printed pagett' and also that 
they are ttcarelessn, 11lack accuracy and thoroughness" and 
"the abil~ ty to concentrate"• Six replies in ~ade VI say 
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that "pupils are promoted before the work is mastered and are 
unable to apply the work taught in the lower grades". There 
are only occasional references to the shortcomings of teachers. 
One reply in grade II suggests that there is lack of co-opem- ·· 
tion among the teachers. One report in grade III accuses the 
teachers of "imi:ifferenee" ,a.nd among the replies for grade VII 
are three reports saying that teaching is not effective 
nbecause the course is not followedn. Failure in certqin parts 
of the curriculum is mentioned most frequently. Almost evf!f!3Y 
phase of' English study is named, although oral and \Vri tten 
expression seem to cause dissatisfaction to the greatest 
numb er of teachers. "Errors of speech" persist through the 
grades and specific failures in the mechanics of writing, read-
ing, and spelling, and in the mastery of the sentence are 
mentioned frqquently. In grades VII and VIII technical grammar 
is a source of trouble to the teachers. 
No ma.tked difference appears in the replies from large 
and from small ci:ties and from departmental schools. 
Question 16 d; What is the cause of the difficulty; 
that is, of the la.ck of expected preparation? 
Table IV 
: :Home : Curric;t: : :Lack of time : 
:Grade:Rpls:Environ:ulum :Teacher:Pupil:Over-crowding: . . . . . . . . 
I : l Replies too few to record . . . . 
II :22 54.5 : 13.6 : 4.5 13.6 
Table IV ( continued) 
. . .. Home :Currie-: . :LacA. of time . . . . . . 
:Grade:REls.:Environ.: ulum :Teacher:PuEil:Over-crowding: . 
' : . 
III . 19 42.l 10.5 . . 42.l . . I .. . . . 
IV 25 24 16 . 20 36 . .. . : .. . . . . 
v 42 23.8 . 14.2 ll.1 11.l: 3S . . . . . . . 
VI 65 11.1 4.4 13.3 20 46.6 . . . . . . . . . VII 33 21.2 3. 21.2': 3. . 48.4 . . . . . .. . . . 
VIII: 20 20 20 5. 16 25 
Thia table is made from reports from smaller cities• 
The replies from larger cities and departmental schools are 
too few to permit of tabulation. 
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Percentages do not total one hundred per cent because a 
miscellaneous group pf replies too varied to tabulate has not 
been recorded. 
A bad home environment, fram the "English"point of view, 
lack of home traiming, and indifference on the pa.rt of the 
parents are charged vy more than half of the teachers. in grade II 
with being the cause of lack of preparation. Forty-two and 
one-tenth per cent of the replies for grade III mentio~ it and 
in each of the succeeding grades a large part of the teachers 
consider home influenaesi:ia.n active cause of their English 
difficulties. 
In grades IV, v, VI, VII, and VIII the largest proportion 
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of the teachers agree that the cause of ineffective work is lack 
of time and over-crowding• Lack of drill is incluied here, for 
it ii assumed that lack of drill means lack of time for frill. 
"Too many pupils in a. grade","ls.ck of time for individual 
attentionn,"too much attempted in a limited timen,"overworking 
t eaoh er s", "large cl as sea", these a:nd similar expressions occur 
again and again throu~ut the r.eports, whether :from oi ties. 
of more or less than 50,000. 
Comparatively few reports suggest faults of the teacher 
or of the pupils as cuases of the di;fficulty, and these are 
largely repetitions of the replies gmven t·o 16 b. Irregular 
attendance and inattention on the part of the pupils are 
mentioned occasionally, and in grades II, V, VI, and VII "lack 
of training" or "poor training in English" on the part of the 
teacher is mentioned as a cause of ineffective teaching. The· 
need of supervision of teachers and of supervision of pupils 
by teacrrers frequently appears in replies, Concerning subject 
matter ana. methods, or. "curriculum~' many agree that the subject 
matter is not adapted to the child, that technical grammar is 
not made practical, and that necessary frequent reviews are 
crowded out. 
The replies from larger cities and departmental schools 
do not present any additional reasmns for failures. 
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~ue stion 16_. e;, How could the difficuljy(cause of lack of 
preparation as previously specified) be remedied? 
Table V. 
. . . Home . Currie-: . More time . . . . . . . 
:Grade:RPLS:Environ.: ulum :Teacher:SmaJ.ler classes: . . . . . . 
I 5 ReJ2lies too few to record . . . 
II . 21 . 4.7 14.2 19.05 47.62 . . . . 
III 10 : 10 33;.5 . 50 . . . . . 
IV 27 14.8 18.5 18.5 40.7 . . • . 
.L_V . 26 7~6 30.7 38.4 . . . 
: 
VI 32 7.4 18.7 18.7 40.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VII : 26 7.6' 53.8 23 15.3 . . . . 
VIII: 20 5. 25 30 30 
This table is made from replies from smaller cities. 
Replies from larger cities and departmental schools were too 
few to tabulate. 
Percentages do not total lOo% because a miscellaneous 
group too varied to tabulate has not been recorded. 
A· comparison of_ this table with table IV preceding 
reveals that while manJt teaohers consider home environment a 
cause of their difficulties; very few of them suggest a oha.p.ge 
in home and community influences as a remedy. The largest 
propo~tion of the teachers in each grade,except grade I~ agree 
that the remedy is ~ time and smaller classes. The need ~f 
special classes and supervision of individual work is frequently 
stated •. Five reports for grade V suggest a supervisor in the 
lower grades. ]'rom each grede are many suggestions of "more 
drill on essentialsn. In grade VI three reports specify 
"smaller classes or a longer school term". From ~rade VII, 
where 63.8% of the replies have to do with the curriculum, 
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are three suggestions~ .. of "better texts and fewer subjects"• 
:five o:f "more at ten ti on to oral oomposi tion in the lower 
grades",one each of "drill in the use t!f words" and "constant 
use of the dictionary" ,a.nd two of "a definite outline for 
English in all gradesn. One report for grade VI suggests that 
"every lesson be made a language lasson",and another that "the 
pupils be made to understani the connections between grades"---
evidently meaning correlation and organization. Occasionally 
the need of apecial1y trained er better trained te~chers is 
stated. 
Reports from larger cities emphasixe the indicated need . 
o:f more time and smaller classes for «rill, and add a suggestion 
for grading pu~ils according to their individual differences 
with spacial teachers for backward pupils. Two suggestions 
are offered, one from grade IV and one from grade VI, for the 
education of the community through parents' or mothers' clubs. 
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-~:~~estion ~ 7 ~; . Is this grade able to furnish for the 
next grade in order the needed preparation in English, as to 
both knowledge and power? (All questions numbered 17 are for 
grad es I - VII omJ.y. ) 
Table VI. 
. . . .. . . . . . • • . : Grade: R;ElS. : Yes No :Partlz: 
:A.41 70.7 . 9.8 19.5 . . I :B2Jl0 90 . 10 . . 
53 . 77~4 5~7 16~9 . . II 9 66.6 . 11.2 . 22.2 . . . . 43· : 72 . 28 .. . . .. . . . 
:III . 9 55.5 22~3 . 22~2 . . . . 66 . 60.6 27.2 . 12.2 . . . . . IV 10 . 47~1 23~9 . 30 . . . 
: 33 72.8 18.l 9.1 . v 10 . 70 30 . ·• . . . . 52 . 57.6 . 23.1 . 19.3 .. . . . . . . VI . 10 . 50· 50 . . . . . . . 51 . 64.9 19.6 25.5 . . . VII . 9 : 55~5 . 44.6 . . • . :O 9 66.6 33.3 . . • 
The affirmative answers to this question out number the 
negative in each grade. In each report,as is natural,the 
teachers generally seem better pleased with their pwn work 
than with that of their predecessors, (cf. Table III) but 
the large measure of expressed dissatisfaction is significant. 
_Qeu.stion 17 g,; If this grade is not able to meet the 
.needs olf the pupil at this stage, in what respects does it fail 
to do so? 
Table omitted• 
The answers to this question reveal on the :part of the 
teachers a sense of failure to impart knowledge in oertain 
forms, but more often of failure to develop in the pupil . . 
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necessary ability and power. "Incorreotn or ''imperfect sentences" 
and "persistent errors of speech" are evidence of failure to 
impart knowledge in all grades, while two re.ports for grade VII 
add, "The pupil fails in the teolmical gre.mma.r course. "and 
/ 
another . ~ells of "glaring errors in spite of technical grammar". 
Spelling, punctuation, paragraphing, pronunciation are not 
mastered according.to a few teachers, a.nd "provincialisms are 
not eradicated". :Many reports,about one-half,say that pupils 
do not developtthe ability to express themselves freely or 
clearly, either orally or in writing, nor do they learn to 
depend upon themselves rather than the teacher, or to apply 
the knowledge .they gave gained• "Neatness" and "accuracy" are 
not made ha.bi tua.l, nor is the pupil ta.ugh t how to cone en tra te. 
Question 17 ~; What is the cause of these failures,( if 
there are failures)? 
Table VII 
: : Home : C,'urric-: : .a-- . 
:G~ade:Rpls. :Environ:uium : Tea1 ,.~ :Pupil: Ov.er-oro!'ding 














16.67: 25 . . 
10~ 52: 31~ 58 . . . . . . 
32 46.8'7 3.12 : 6.25 9.37: 34.37 
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. . . . 
22.22 8.33 8.33 16.66: 38.88 . .. . . 





' _:_V~I;.._, __ ~25;;..__,__~2~0--~__,24~!'!"'"----8~:-:-~4~4~~:--~4~·....,_ _____ : 
· : VII ·: 22 18.18 22. '72 4. 54 13. 63: 22. 72 
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This table and the following one are compiled from the 
relatively large number of replies from smaller oities. Replies 
from Iarger cities and departmental schools ranging from four 
to nine in the various grades are not tabulated, but are 
considered in the interpretation which follows. 
A miscellaneous group of replies too varied to tabulate 
has not been set down in the table. -
A comparison of the replies to this question with the 
replies to 16 1 reveals a general agreement among teachers 
as to the causes of their own and their predecessors' diffiaulties 
More replies place the blame· on home environment, pupil, e.nd 
ourriculmn, and few.er upon teacher and over-crowding than in 
16 d. Four repli ea in grad:e VII men ti on "lack of former 
preparation". One report in grade I and one in grade IV speak 
of "narrow vision", and one in grade VI mentions "the :failure 
to see the importance of~ good English". These suggestions 
seem to apply to the teacher. In grade II three reports 
mention "poor instruction", "poor preparation~tand. personality 
of the teacher". 
In, grade V, six reports name as a cause of failure thought-
lessness, slovenly habits, or carelessness. Apparently these 
should be counted not as causes but as results ahd a further 
search .be ma.de for their causes. Such physical defects of the 
pupils as bad teeth re,eive mentiou, and in grade' IV two reports 
say that pupils are mentally deficient. One report for grade II 
complains that pupils enter school too young; and one in 
grade III speaks of their immaturity. 
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The need for better organization of English work appears 
in one or two replies for each grade and is variously expressed 
as ''lack of definite aim", "need of a better course", "too 
much attempted", "too many subjects", or "grammar courwe fails 
too connect 11 • 
Nearly one third of the teachens place the blame for their 
failure properly to prepare pu~ils for the next grade upon 
I 




Qustion 17 !,; How could the ma. t ter( cause of the failure) 
be remedied? 
Table VIII 
. . Home :Currie-: . :Smaller classes . . . . . 
Grade: R ls:Environ: ulum :Teacher:Pu il:More time drill: . • 5 . . . 
I ·16 . 2212 . 38.88 5•56 . 6. 66: ·22. 2 smaller class I . . . . . .• II . 24 . 20.a .. 8.33 • 4~16 4.16: 54.l '1 . • . . . . . . 
III: 6* 16.66: 83.33 "maj ori ti" .. . . . • . IV 20 . 20 6 . . 5 70 . . • . . . . . . . . • . v 27 7.41: 14.82 . 7.41 . 51.85 . . . . . . . . • . . . . VI . 22 . 40•9 . g.09 . . 4.54: 31.82 . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . VII: 14 . 'l .14: 42.84 :25.58: 21.42 • 
* Percentages based on only six repl-ies, these saying ttmajorityn not included;. 
A miscellaneous group of replies is also omitted from the 
table. 
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An average of the percentages for the seven grades to which 
thia queati on applies shows that 19~31% of the teachers believe 
thllt a change in the home environment of the pupil will 
remedy their difficulties1 28~87% favor changes in the ourrioulwn; 
and 36.72% ask for more time and smaller classes. The remaining 
15.1% is about equally divided among SU:ggestiona .• regarding 
pupils, teachers, or school administ~ation. Suggested changes 
in administratio~ include "special classes and medical treat-
ment for defectives", "separate grades for back.ward pupils", . 
ane one proposal to "shorten the elementary course" followed 
by a proposal to 11 lengthen the elementary course". Many 
teachers agree that pupils should be taught how to study and 
how to apply the principles learned. One answer recommends 
that ::nwe 'try 1'teaching the how instead of the ~·for a while". 
Reperts from larger cities repeat the demand for smaller 
classes and for more time for individual supervision and class 
drill. More stress, it is said, should be placed on compos-
ition, especially oral, and ·an attempt should be made to 
correlate composition with the pupil's home and other outside 
interests. One report from grade VI suggests "promotion by 
subjects", and one from grade II "enforcement of the compulsory 
attendance lawn. 
Question 18 .!; What mtber subje~ts,if any, are coordinated 
with English in teaching? 
In the following table the basis of percentages is the 
number of reports for each grade. Since most schools report 
more than one subject as coordinated with English, the tetal 
of replies is frequently larger than the number of reports 
and the sum of percentages equals more than 100%. 
The several columns include the following items: 
- . 
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1. English; reading; spelling, literature, grammar, composition, 
l~ngu.age work, memory work, _dramatization. 
2. Geography and nature study. 
3. History, biography, end current events. 
4. Science; hygiene, physiology( grades I~: .. to·:'VI) ,agriculture, and 
"science"(gradesVII-VIII)J 
6. Mathe; number_s, a.ri thmetio, and 1'Math. n( grade V). 
6. Arts; inusia, drawing, picture study• 
7. Wia.nners and morals 
Table IX 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Grade:R32ls: All ·:None . l . 2 . 3 . 4 5 6 7 .. . . . 
:A66 13.6: 54.4 4.5 7.5 4.5 4.o 
_;__~ :BlO 20 . 30 . . . . . . . . 70 . 22.8: : 34 :-;t:--15;~7: --~2~~ 8: 6.8 . . . . . . 
II 11 27. 2: s~.2:36.3: 45.~: 36.3:18.1 •· . . 79 31~6: 2.5:41.2:· 31.6: 30~3: l.. 3 :30.3 3.7 . . . . III: 11 27. 2: 18.l: :127.3* 63.6: . . . . • 
80 6~2:. 3.7:118.7# 75 . 31.5:16 . 3.7 2.5 2.5 . . 
·iv . ll 18~1: 27.2:1a.·1: 90 . 36.3: . . I . . . . . 77 13 : 26 . 13 . 13 . l.3 . 1.3 1.3 . l.3 . . • • . . . v 7 . 14•2: ( Some 85.72.) . . . . ! 
75 . 6.6: 2.6:103.9 1 :59.9:53.3:11.9 . . !.9 l.3 . • . VI . 10 . 40 : ( Some 60 ) . . . . . . . . 69 14.4: 7.6:89.8:31.8 . 43.4: 5.7 . 2.s . . . . VII: 10 . 30 . (Some 70) . . . . . . • . • . ':012 . . .. :100 :100 . . . . . . • . . • . . . 65 10.7: 7~6:106.1":24 . 46.l: 12.3:16.l 6.1 . . • :VIII: 11 . 45.4: (Some 54.5) . . . • . . • . 16 12.5: 6.2: 62.5: . 68.7: 12.5: . 6.2: 6.2 . . . 
. . 
*Geography 63.6%, nature study 63.6% 
#Reeding 43~7, spelling 45, language 7.6, composition 3.75, 
penmanship 12. 5, · 1i terature 3~ 7 5, memory work 2. 25. 
' Reading 56, spelling 33.33, writing 13.33, dramatizatmon 1.3 
n Reading 36.37, spelling 26•15, literature 13~83, grammar 10. 
composition 9. 22,. writing 7 .69, language 3.08. 
The wide variety of subjects named as coordinated with 
English· makes their classification somewhat difficult, amd 
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in a few instances their comUination under a single head makes 
a rather surprisingly large tatal• Inspection of the table shows 
that in smaller cities a number of schools report all subjects 
as coordinated with English and a small proportion in grades 
III. IV,VI, VII, end VIII say that~ are~ In larger cities 
the pr~portiona of all and ~ ara nearly e-qaal in the early 
grades, and in the later grades there is an increasing per cent 
of none ~th t~e r~ainder answering !.Q.!!!!. wi thput specifying what 
subjects. The content subjects, geography,and history,are most 
popular for coordina.tion wit~ English in schools of every type. 
Science and mathematics are coordinated rather more often than 
might be expected, and arts, handwork, manners, and morals are 
mentioned occasionally. 
By far the largest proportion of subjects reported es 
coordinated with English are those which we have come to 
regard as a part of the English course. Though we concede that 
l'°Y" V"'";;... \;_,,..,,,. c,,1:..} __ ,:,..._, ... ,\ 
. some of the subjects listed under English, may not belong there - , .. _. ' /'· 
( which should be excluded would probably be a matter for 
argument) yet we are forced to admit that the English course 
must contain one or another of the long list. Since each subject 
is named at one time or another as ooordia&ted with English, we 
are driven again to the conclusion already recorded,that we do 
not kn'ow what we mean by "English" in the elementary schools. 




: : :Other subjects:Correct usage :Reading, spelling ; 
Grade:Rpls:basis for oom;p:all reoitations:from other B\!bjeots: 
: :A 66: : 28.78 : 
I :B 10: all rePDting : 
: 70:!i 7.1 32•85 : 
. . .. . 
II : 10: 60. : _ _.l~O~ _____ :___ ~~----
: . "'L 7 9: 58. 22 58. 22 : 11. '12 
: III: 11: 72~72 : 72•72 : 
: 80: .35 12.5 : 
: IV: 11: 75 : 
v 
VI 
77 :. all reporting: 
7: 28.57 
75: all reporting: 
10: 40. :. 
: 6'a: 36. 23 
VII: 10: all reporting: 
:C 12: 68•33 
: : 65: 27. 69 
















More than onethird of the schools answermng to other parts 
of this questionary failed to reply to this question. The methods 
most frequently named are set down in the table above• Memory 
work, reproduction, and story telling are almost as popular as 
the methods noted, while the use of complete statements in all 
recitations is mentioned in one or two replies from the first 
five grades. Other methois suggested in one or more instances 
are conversation, dictation of songs in music, correct expression 
in reading, formation of sentences from spelling words, and 
il.lustrating language lessons by drawing. One re:ply says, "The 
study of one is the study of all." 
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Question 19 ~; Does English receive attention in any other 
than English classes? 
Table XI 
. . . . • . 
: Grade :R;els: Yes . NO . Some . • . . . :A 51: 84.32: l.96: 13.72: . 
I :B 10:100 . . • . . . 62: 98.39: 1.61: . 
:IlL 10:100 .. . . . 70:100 .. . . III . 10:100 . . . . . 
82: 92. 68: 7.32: 
IV 11:100 . . . . 
71: 98.69: l.41: 
v 11:100 . 70:100 . . VI . 11:100 .. . . • . • .. 65: 96.93: 3.04: 1;03: . . 
VII . 12:100 . . . 
:C 12:100 . . . . . . . 57: 8'7.72: . 12.28: . .. 
VIII: 11:100 . . . . . . . . 15: 93.34: . 6.66: . . . 
In only three grades, I,V,and VII in smaller cities, a.re 
there schools which rep:iOt no attention to English in other . '--' . 
than English classes• A slightly larger percentage in grades 
I,II,IV, VII·,and VIII of smaller cities, and grade VIII depart-
mental report "some" at:tention to English in other elassea. In 
larger cities and grade VII departmental all schools whiah 
report consider English in other than English classes, and in 
cities below 60,000 nearly 95% of the replies answer "Yes" to 
this question. . . 
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QQueation 19 ]2.;. If so/ (if it receives suoh attention)1 
in what way? 
Table XII 
:Correot:Oorreation:Complete . . 
Grade :R;ElS: Usage of errors:statements:Miscella.neous . . . . 
I 66 51.78 26.71 l.78 19.73 . . 6.26 . . 
II 64 :n39.06 . 46.87 l_,56 . 6.26 drill • • . . . . . 3.03 . . • . III: 66 6e06 "all" . "all" 3.03 drill . .. . . . . . 
IV . "all" "a.lln la "all 11 :conversation d1illa . . . . 4.16 reproduction ll.1---. . . 
v : ·72 . 41.66 27•77 . 6~93 4.16 BElB· 4.16 Mam.wk. . . . . . . . 3~63 vocab.3.63 lvlem.wk • . . . . VI . 55 :£, "al111 : "all" . "all" 3~63 BEl!• . .. . . 4.91 splg • 4.91 debates, . . 
:VII . 61 90.18 . comE• 2 storl telling . . . . . :36.77 oonveraation,read., . . • :VIII: 68 26.47 . 36~76 :writing 1 sElS·!~uno. . 
This table is compiled from replies from cities below 
50,000• Replies from larger cities and departmental schools 
were too few to tabulate~ 
Correct usage in a.11 recitations, and in grades II,IV,a.nd 
VIII on the playground,is the method employed by more than half 
the teaahers in all the grades. "Correoti on of errors" is 
mentioned in nearly half the ra_plies although it is not mentioned 
. . . 
in replies from grade VI. Other methods used less generally . . 
are, conversation drills; answers in complete statements, s'blries 
in numbers, language games, neatness in writ ten work, exactnE1Ba 
in spelling, debates and school societies in grade VII, and 
topioal recitations in grade VIII. 
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Larger cities and departmental schools insist upon 
correct usage in recitations and make corrections in English 
wherever mistake.a are made. One departmental scl).ool reports . . . 
all errors in English to the English department. 
Question 20 §.; Of all English aubjeats taught in this 
grade which are the least satisfa.ctory·:.~in reaul ts? 
Table XIII .! 
Grade: Gfade: Grade: Grade: Grade: Grade 
III : IV : V : YI VII VIII: 
:Read: 
:Pen-: 









Lang : . . 
Raad• 
:Oral: Read : O.Comp: Read w.comp: Splg 
:~xpsn : : Comp 
:Phonics : : 
:Uae.ge:O.Comp:W.Oomp: : 
:Splg: Splg : Writing W.CorJtp: 
· : Raad. : 
. • 





: : :Speakil.ng: 
: :Story : oorrectly:: 
:telling: Correct: : 
Oral Oral 
work ·: exp en 
W:bi:bilen: . . . • 
• . . . 
. . 
: idioms: \Vritin : . . . . • • :Practical: 
: En lish: 




Usa e : . . • • :Physio-: 
. . . . 
• Gram. . . . 
Comp. . . • . . . . . 
Read . . 
Splg 
:Oral 
: oomp. : 
:Writing: 
. . . . 
. . 
an 
. • . • . . . . :Nature : : study : logy Writing:Lang . • . . :Stmry ; __________________ _..:~wr-i~·t~i~·n~g~: _______________ ......... ______________ : 
Table Xiii b 
Grade: Grade: Grade . Grade Grade Grade . Grade:: • . I II III v VI VII . VIII . . Head Com ' . . Sp lg : Read :Graa • . 
Penman:Tech Gr. liraiii. -s-. 
T.gram: 
splg . • 
Table XIII.a/ i~ compiled from replies from smaller cities• 
Table XIII b/ is mad~ from answers from cities above 60, 000 and 
departmental schools• Both tables are made by the negative 
standard indicated by the question, so that rank l means the 
a~bjeot so ranked i~ least satisfactory or most ~satisfactory 
:for the given grade; rank 2 indicates a leas degree of dis-
satisfaction,end so on. 
Question 20 s; What is the cause of the dissatisfaction 
in each case? 
Table .XIV a, 
: :Home :Currie-: : :Over-crowding: 
Grade:Rpls:environ: ulum :Teacher: Pupil:L~ck of time :Misc~. 
: : 
11 
" drill: . • . . 
I : 30 63~33 : 3.33 : 
:phonics:Unable : 
:wromg : to sup-: 
59.45 : aim : ervise : 
________ _..:_n_o variety:writ: 
. . 
II : 37 
. • 






26.56: . . 
: IV: 63 : 19~04 : 22.22 : : 22.22: 
v 63 : 28.3 










VI ; 7 7 : 25. 9 7 22 • o a : l • 2 9 ..... 1 -.9 .;;....;4;;;...;;9...;;.: __ _;;.;2_2 __ ..... oa __ _..._ .... 9;...;:._..o5 . . . . . . . 
VII: 37 L 32.43 27.02 8.1 2.7 : 27.02 . . . . . . . . 
:VIII: 64 : 10•93 : 32.81 : 
. . 
32.81: 21.86 
• ' . . . . .. 1.65 
Table XIV b. 
Home· :Currie-: .. :Crowded . . • 
Grade:R ls:environ: ulum :Teacher: Pu·11:conditona: Misc. . :Tea.chars • • ails . oo .little: • • t . I 10 :cannot . . . to • time for: . . • . . . :counter~ :e.P,ply . oral . • . • . . . act . . :;Ehonics: drill:: . . • . 
• • Home :J..ack of . • . Vooa.b. . • . . • . II L 10 :condi- : suppl amen t- :care- . '10 . pronunc• • • . . . . tions :ary read- less: . • . • . . ing. . . . . . • ;Lack· of: • diffiuult • . ' .. III: 10 . :su1u~·wk: . . mechanics . • . . . . . • • IY: 16 : environ: 3'1.5 . 6.25 . ·50 . 6•26 • • . 
• . more :ca.re- . . . • . v . 10 ,, oral . less . 60 . • . • . . . . . • . . . • VI . 11 . 36~36- . 18~18 • . . 45~·45 • . . . • . . • . 12 . 36.36 :too much :vocab/ . • • VII: 8 :written: . 3'7~6 . 25 . . • 
• . :too .. . . ' ... • . • . • . . difficult . . . • . • . . . 10 • . . . . • • . . . VIII 15 . 36~36 T•~am: 26 . . . . 
Table.XIV.! represents replies from cities below 60,000, 
table XIV R those from ~arger cities and departmental schools. 
The second table is not very satisfactory because replies 
coubd not be reduced to percentages• They set forth no new 
reasons for dissatisfavtion, and are notable only for the entire 
absenoe of any reference to the teacher.as a possible factor. 
The replies f:oom sme.ller, citfes do not show any a,ttempt 
to explain the cause"in each ca.sen but are general in. character. 
Al though the percentages are based upon a slightly larger num-
ber. o~ replies,' they do not differ very greatly from the·per-
oe~tages ba~ed on replies to 16 d and 1'1 !• Outslde and home 
~nv~ronment, laok of time, and over•crowding continue to hold 
first and·aecond places as the eausea of unsatisfactory work• 
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Faults in the curriculum, carelessness and ineffieiency of 
:pupils, and "poor prepara.t~on" are mentioned here as in replies 
,to the pre~eding questions. 
Question 20 £; How could it(the suggested ca.~se) best be 
removed in each case? 
(Table.omitt~dJ 
As in replies to 20 ,9., these answers are general and beflr 
a, strong resemblance to the replies to questions 16 .!. and 17 .!.• 
As before, changes in home environment do not figure largely as 
a. possible remedy for conditions, but more time, smaller classeQ, 
more drill are mentioned in almost half the replies from smaller 
oi ties. The misoella.ne?us group contains suggestions for "night 
school", "a refereno e libraryn, "a higher standard", and "thoughti 
training". 
Replies from larger cities ( 8 to 10 for each grade) and 
from departmente;il schools( 6 far grade VII and 10 for grade VIII) 
reveal the same desire for more time, more drill, and smaller 
classes. One request from grade III is for less work attempted, 
and oeea.sional suggestions from the various grades specify more 
oral work, more time for spelling, less technical grammar, more 
word study, ear training, and drills for accuraoy. as possible 
changes in curriculum or methods. In only two reports is there 
expressed a desire to change the home environment of the pupils. 
Question 20 ~; If the indicated difficulties could be 
removed,with what degree of improvement in each case? 
Very few replied to this hypothetical wuestion, and in no 
grade did more than eigh~ answers indicate improvement by per 
cent; hence no ·satisfactory conclusion can be drawn• General 
answers vary from "alight", "very little", to "marked degree", 
and include "gradual", "reasonable" and ttdepends on teacher 11 ~ 
In larger cities most replies say "marked" or"considerable" or 
"large~ Three out of six replies from grade VII departmental 
say" Slight"• The :few percentages given average 50%. 
Question 21 ~; What differences,if any, in the results in 
English training in this grade, arise from differences in the 
nationality or home environment of the pupils? 
Table XV 
The following tabulation sets forth the replies to this 




ALL Those coming from homes where correct expression 
is heard express themselves better. 
Poor environment causes poverty in every-daj ex.pan. 
SEVERAL 
Foreign children are slower and lack vocabulary. 
Pronunciation ~ffecjed; orignality of thought; 
and mann:er of ex:pr_~ssion• --~----~·---·-·--------
Grade 11: ALL Children from homes of educated parents have . ad vantage. 
Marked in power of free expression. 
9: Foreigners handicapped by lack of vocabulary-idioms 
3: Foreigners slower to grasp work in English than 
: '· in other subjects. 
Foreign children firid ~renunciation difficult, 
lack vocabulary and fluency. 
Oral expression more aff eoted than wri tted by · 







' . . 
. .. 
• . . • 
• . . . 







Table XV continued 
Better homes; better English; and vice versa. 
Foreign children are slower. 
Find difficulty in expressing themselves • 
ti If n pronunciation. 
Vocabulary weak • 
''Worst sufferers are children of .American 
parents who mµrder the language." 
Foreigners are weak in voca~uiary, expression, 
originality, accu~acy of expression, idioms • 
·Lack of under standing of American ideas and 
customs. 
SEVERAL: None from nationality but a great difference 
from home environrnemt • 
~ Many: a great difference in English. 
: Foreign child slower to grasi meaning or to 
. . . . . . . . . • . • 
• • . • 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . 
arrange thoughts. · 







Difference is notieeable in pronunciation, 
conversation. vocabulary. expression, gramme.tioal 
constructions,understanding of words • 
Environment makes a gr ea. ter di ff er enc e. 
Much slang· and poor spelling • 
Nationality 
" affects enunciation and eJqlre saion 
Meaning of words and vocabulary. 
Differences in pronunciation. 
" " expression of thought both otal 
and. written • 
Difficulty because of national•ty. 
Foreign idioms persist, slow to gresp American 
idioms. 
Home influences show in grammatic~l correctness, 
pronunciation, vocabulary, originality • 
(a.bout half answer this question) 
ALL: Children with educated parents speak better 
Eri.glish; do not have trouble with English subjects 
Home language makes a great difference and an. 
indelible impression. 
Americans of pDDr environment·'"use slang, but 
have larger vocabulary. 
Differences in foreign birth mostly in oral 





' . • 
. . . • . . 
• . . . 
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Table £V' continued 
Children from cultured homes have better style. 
l: Foreign children careful, not origibal. 
Reports indivate children of well-educated 
parents do better English work. · 
Majority think poor environment makes a greater 
difference than foreign ho111es., 
Foreign children lack vocabulary, are slower in 
English, have difficulty in construction of 
: sentences,. have trouble with expression• 
Always poor language from poor environment whether 
: . American or foreign • . 
i · l: Foreign do better in written than in spoken English 
L: DJbffer enc es not so great as in primary grades • . . . . . . 
• . (Many do not report.) 





6: No perceptible difference in nationality, some in 
environment. · 
5: Ability to use clear sentences. 
2: In conversation, in spelling, in neatness • 
l: In pronunciation, in habits of speech, vocabulary 
3:. In progress . 
Foreign, wide knowledge, small vocabulary • 
Home environmentnaffects vooabulary9 grammar 
and thought • 
Summarizing the replies from the several grades as noted. 
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.; 
above we discover that pupils from foreign homes are handicapped 
especially i~ the eaz.-ly g:rades_, .. _by ls_c~ of vocabulary, particulgrly 
idioms, and that they think mo~e slowl~ than children from 
. -. . . ~ 
American homes. Practically all the teachers a.re emphatic in their 
. ' . 
op~nion that:home environment has a direct influence upon. the 
results of <English teaching• One re~ly expresses it,, "Always 
poor language from a poor environment, whether .American or 
foreign" Many say that children of educated parents speak better 
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English and.have little trouble with English prmblems. 
General1y jthe answer to this question seems to be: Better homes; 
•• • + 
better ~glish; .. whether the ~ifference is owing to nationality 
or other· oauses. 
Question 21 b; What is the estimated degree of differencet 
(in the results of training) in each instance? 
Several replies (ranging from 5 to 16) indicate the gegree 
of dj)f:f'erenoe by per cents but do not specify in what"instanoe~ 
These average in all grades about 40%. O~hera answer in general 
terms as" slightn; "great", "considerable", "slower", etc. One reply 
from grade· III indicates that the difference varies according to 
the age at which the child begins to speak English; if at six 
years the~difference is 10%; if at ten years,26%; and if at 
fifteen years,50%. One answer in grade VII statea,"A greater ( 
dlbfference is due to environment than to national'i ty". 
Question 21 ~; Do other subjects show analogous differences? 
. • Grade: . . 
I 







Rpla.: Yes No : 
A 29 62.07 37.93: 
B 8 50 50 : 
40 62.5 37.5 
9 44.4 55.5 : 
44 f() 60 
12 : '15 25 : 
66 88.18 41.82: 
J__!.V-a-!---~6~-=-60~· ~---r50~~: 
• • 63 5 6. 6 l 4 3. 39 : : v • g 55.5 44.4 : 
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Table .XVI continued 
. . .. . • . :f!ra.de :R12ls: Yes Ho . 57: 52.54 44•07 . . VI . 10: 50 60 .. . • . . 38: 50 . 50 . . . VII .. 9: 44~4 65.5 • . 
:0 9: 66~6 33~3 . 17: 64.'7 35.·3 . . VIII: 9: 44.4 66•6 .. 
10: 60 40 
The table shows that opinion is about equally divided aa 
to whether other subjects show analogous differences. 
Question 21 .Q. eaecond part) If other subjects show analogous 
. . . 
differences, what subjects? 
Table .XVII 
Music :Nature :Hygiene. 
Grade:Rpls: Al,l:None:Read;Math:Geag:Hist :Art : Science:Phyaio. 
. . . • 
. . 
:A 14:86.4: : : 8.14: 8•14 : 
I :B 
II . . . . 
III: 
IV . • v 
VI .. . . . 
VII: 
:C . . 
VIII 
0:. : : : : : 
28:17.8:3.57:53.6:17.8: 3.5: : 3.57: 
11: :10.l: :27~2: 18.l 
5: : :20 ·50 : 
11: : : : :27.2:36.3: 27~2 
47:16.8:6.38:25.5: 6.2:19~1:17.1: 
' 3 : 33. 3 : : : : 
41:36.5: :19.5: 7.3:24.3:13.1: 
6 : : 33. 3: : 33. 3: 33. 3: : 
35: : :20 :22.8:22.s:22.s: 2.a5: 
0: . . . . 
24:12.5: :41.6:41.6: . • 4: . . . :50 :50 . .. . . . . • 8: :37.5: :25 . :12.5:26 . . . .. 
15: 6.6: 6.6: .. 6. 6: :40: . 6.6 • t . 
0: . : . . . . . . • 11: 9.1: 9.1: :18.1:27~2: 
. . 
. • 









Oacasional references to spelling.have been crowded put 
of the table as follow~; grade IV 8.51%, grade VI 5.7%, grade 
VIII, de:partmen tal 9. 0910. · .,. 
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Among the subjeots listed as showing analogous differences 
geography and history appear most often and ~bout equally ~o• 
Reading is named in a num~er of replies in the intermediate 
grades and by one in grade VIII departmental. Numbers or 
arithmetic is mentioned in each grade except the first,though 
in only a few r.eplies. There are scattering rettrns for music, 
art, nature study, science, and physiology and hygiene• A 
rather la~ge proport~on of the reJ?,lie~ _in eEt,ch grade, except 
grade III,report; that all subjects show analogous differences. 
Question 21 A If other subjects show analogous differences . . 
which show a greater difference than Englmsh, and which leas? 
. . • . 
Table .XVII% ·(@) 
Greater? . I .• : . . • • . . 
Grade: RJ2ls: All: None: Ari th:Read. :Geog.: 
:A 12 16.6: 76 8.3 
I :B 5 :100· . 32 . 12.6: 87 •5: . . . • . II: 6 :100 . • . . • 
• 18 :100 . 
III: '1 :lJ :100· . . . . . . • • . 38 . 78. 9: :15.79: 6.26: . . 
IV '1 :100· . . . . 
31 . 7,7 .42 16.13: . . . . . .. v :100 . . • . . 
31 3•2: 70.9: 12.9 . 9.68: .. 
VI :100· . . . . . 26 . . 72•'1: 13.6 . • . • . VII: :100 . .. 
:a O> . . . . 24 12.5: :41.67: . • :VIII: 4 . . :60 • . . 6 :33.3 33.3 . :16!6 . . 
.. .. 
Hist.: . . . . 
. . 
. . 
6.45: . . 




60''' . . 
16.6 : 
Table XVIII continued 
Less? 
···: : : : · : : : : ·· :Hygiene:Mlbsc. 
Grade:Rpls.: All,: None:Arith :Read:Geog:Hist: Physic: Arts: 
: :A 6 : 66~6: : . : : : 16•6 
: I : B 8 12. 5 : : 6 2 ~ 5 : 25 : : : 
: 14 : : :64.2 : : :36.72 
: II 8 50 : :12.5 : : :37.5 
: . 11 : : 63. 6 : . : : : : 36. 36 
:III 8 37~5: : ~12~5:· : :50 





:VII . . . . 
: 29 : 64•5: :19.3 : :3•22: : :12.99 
. • :C . • 





. . . . . . . . 





: 14. 3:. 
. . . . . . 
7 :14.3:14.3: 14•3 
*Add to grade Vi!Jsmaller cities1 spellingJlO%. 
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Reference to the tables representing 21 .2. and 21 .! shows 
that opinion is about equally divided as to whether other 
subjects si:.ow dif~erences analogous to thotiQ of English in 
the effects upon training of nationality and home environment. 
However if we may assume that the vote that no subject shows 
a greater difference than English is supplemented by the vote 
that all subjects show less, them the conclusion is fairly well 
established that English is of all subjects most affected by 
such conditions. 
Music, writing, drawing, and oonst~i;ction work seem to be 
less affected ~ban English by unfavorable outslll.de influences. 
Opinion differs concerning arithmetic, although the majority vote 
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is that it suffers less than English• There is ab9ut an equa.1 
di vision of opinion concerning geography and history. One( ... . . ... . .... 
reply from larger cities notes that the foreign pupil is at . ~ . , ,... .• "' ... ' . 
a disadvantage wherever initiative, alert thinking, or team-
work is demanded. 
Question 22 ~; Is it poswible for you to estimate the 
comparati•e value of results in sc~ool training in English 
and that in othe~ subjects? 
Table XI~ • 
. . . .. " . . . . .. . . 
:Grade:Rpls: Yes No :Partly: 
:A 35: 80 20 . I :B . 60 50 . . . . _______ .. _ 
27: 66.6: 33.3 . . . . . II 9: 66. 6:. 22.2 11~1 . 
39: 48.7: 46.l 5•1 . III 7: 71•4:' 14~3 . 14.3 . . 
40: 57. 5: 42~5 . . 
IV 9: 77.;7: ·22.2 
46: 60.8: 39.l 
v 8: 87 .5: 12.5 
. . 50: 56 44 . 
VI 10: 80 .. 20 . 
30: 60 . 40. : . 
VII . 11: 81.8: 9.1 9.1 . . :C 6: 50 . 60 . . . 32: 59•4: 40.6 . 
VIII: 9: 77.7: 22.2 . . . 9: 44.4: 22.2 :-53.3 . 
' 
In small cities a large majority in grades I and II and 
a. steadily diminishing majority in the following grades answer 
"yes" to this question• In larger cities the proportion of 
afftrmatiYe answers remains large throughout the grades, but 
in departmental schools there exists considerable doubt 
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oonoerning the P?~aibi~ity of oomparing results in English and 
in other subjects. 
Ques~ion 22 b; If such a comparison is possible, what 
subjects rank highest in value of results of training arranged 













. . . . 





: 0• Lang. 
. 7: Math• 5 5: English 2 
3: Lang• 2 










: ship 1 
: Geog. 1 
: Spelling 1 
: study l 
:RReading l . 
----~------
: Hygiene l . 




6: Geog. 3 : 
2: History 2 




: Ari th. 8 : Ma.th. 6 · ;:ehyaio• 4 : 
· : Reading 7 : Reading 4 : English 3 • 
: English 2. : Geog. 4· : Spelling 2 
: History 2 : History 2 : Ari th. l 
: Geog.· l : Spelling l : . . • . . . . . . . . . 
: English 8 -: History 10- :English -1 • 
:Arith• 2 : Ma.th.· 8 : . : . . . . • .. . . . . . 
: English 7 : Ari th. 7 :: Spelling .7 : Geog. 5 
. : Reading 11 : Reading 7 : Ari th. 4 : Musio and 
: Ari th• 6 : Hi story 4 : History 4 • ~rte 3 
: Geog. 5 : Geog• 3 : Hygiene 3 • 
: History· 5 : Spelling 5 : Lang. . 3 • 
: Literature: English 2 : Geog. 2 • 
: · · 2 : Writing 2 : Reading 2 p 
: Spelling l : Lit. · 1 Writing 2 . 
: . ; Soi enc e l : · . . .. . . . - - ... --- .... -- - - - ._ - - - - .- ....-,.- ,_ . - .
; English 9 : Hi story • 
: Ari th. l : Ari th. 
4 
. . . ' . . . 
3 
. . 
6 : History 5 : Engli ah 10 : Ari th. 
: History 4: Geog. 
: Math• 2: History 
5 : Spelling 2 
: Geog, l: Dom. so. 
: Grammar l : Reading 












. . . . . • 
• • I • . . . 
B. : - - .... -- - - - - .... -- - - - - _,.._ .-. -










: First Rank: Second Rank: Third Rank Fourth Rank . . . . 
: Geog. 2 : lvi.a. th• 
History l 
l : Geo·g. 3 
: English l . . . . . ' . --..------------------------. . . . . . . . 
: English 3 . . 
: Ma.th• 3 . . . . 
: Reading 2 : Q. 
Geog. 2 
• Comp• l . • . 
. . 
: English 12: History 6 Ari th• 6 . English . 
: History 5: Ari th. 5 . History 5 Geog. .. 
: Arith• 5: Geog. 3 . Hygiene 3 History . 





l . thought . Grammar l1 . Re~ding 2 Spelling l • . . 
getting l: Spelling l . Spelling 1 . Science . . . Geog. l: Cooking 1 Science 1 • . . . . . . • . . . - ._ - - -- .-- - --- - --- - - - .... .. . . . 
English 4: History 
Ari th. 2: Geo·g. · 
• 4 . . 
2 . . 
. . 
. . . . . - ~·- - - ~ -- .- ..:. - .... -- - -- -·-- - - -. . ' . . Eng11·ah ·3:Arith. 9 . . . 
·: Reacling 3: Ristoty .,, . . 
: . History 2: English 6 
: Ari th• l: Geog. · 5 . . 
Phys1oi~rt 5 
. . .. . . .. 
Reading 4 . . . Writing 2 . . Spelling l . . . . • . . 
. . . . . . . . • . . : . . . . 
l 
In this table no attempt d>s me.de to reduve the replies ... 
t~ _perc~~tage~! -~h~ number following each su~ject named being 
the aotu:a& ·number of answers for that subject. 
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In small cities English is given the most votes for 
". .. .. .. . 
first place in grades I,VI,VII,arid VIII; readimg in grades II, 
" ... .... ,. 
III,and IV; and arithmetic in grade v. In larger cities 
'" ''" .. . . 
English receives the most votes far first rank in each grade• 
In departmental schools English and mathematics tie for first 
place in grade VII, and English B.llld reading tie in grade VIII. 
For second place arithmetic ha.a the most votes in grades 
II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII,amall cities; reading ranks second 
in grade I; and history in grade VIII. In c~tiea above 50,000 
history is given second place in grades YiVI,,VII,and VIII; 
mathematics in grade III, and geography in grade IV. 
~ . .. .. ... ~ 
In the upper, grades thre~ and sometimes four ranks are 
indicated~· Arithmetic in grade IV,end VIII; physiology in 
~ade V; spelling.in grade VI; and history in grade VII are 
given third place.· 
The vote in each case is not unanimous as often.a second 
or even a third candidate for first, second, or third place is 
crowded out by only one vote. So for as any conclusion can 
be said to ~e indicated, it seems that the relative adequacy 
of results in the subjects named is dependent upon their relative 
imp~rtance; that is to sp;y, if iliglish ia not more important 
or not much more important ~han other school subjects, then 
it may be said to be doing very well in comparison. But even 
' . 
thus qualified,the validity of the statement remains in doubt. 
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Question 22 ,2.; .. Is the pr eoeding estimate of value based 
( l) on a. standard of knowledge, or ('2) o:f personal power, or 
(3) some other standard, Or (4) some combination of these? 
Table .X:X:I 
. . . 
:(1(&)2) Grade :RJ2lS: ( 1) . ( 2) . (3) (4) . . 
:A 2'1: 22.2: 14.8 62~96 . ' I :B 21: 23.8: 28.6 47.6 . . . . . 
• 13: 60 . 20 ta 6.66 :.6.6 _culture: 6.6 Knowledge and • . II 9: 55~5: 44.4 . . ini tie. ti ve. . . 
18: 38.8: 27.7 16.6 :5.5 " . 5. 6 .Iteraonal power . . , . . and culture . . . • :III : 18: 27•7: 50 :22.3 lglowledge and . ' . . initiative . . . 
31: 21•4: 29.l . 38.7 . 9•6 ~~rsonal power . . . . .and culture . . .. : 3•2 ~11,plus time . 
IV ' 9: 33•3: . 55.6 :11.1 fp.owledge and . . initiative . . . 26: 21•4: 53.5 . 14.3 10•7· personal powe;, •. . 
plus ·""ability, plus . • . . culture • • . . . v 1 10: :100 L 
40: 20 20 . 37.5 :2.5 good living . . : 10* . 2~5*: : 2. 5 culture ' . . . 2. 5' I :2.6 home conditions . 
VI . 10: . :100 . . 
25: 20 24 44 i R~rsonal power . . and cul'tllre • . . 4 J;>..ersona.l power . . . ~ observation . . . t ~!11, plus power . . . . . of application . • . . :VII . 10: :100. . . ' , . . . • 
:C 10: 20 40 30 :10 culture: 
10* . :&- ;Eractical knowledge: . . . 31: 12.9: 22•5 . 41.9 . 3•23 ~rsonal power • I .. • . . jnitiative, expce•, . . character • 
~ • 3. 83 J?.-~rsonal power • . . • • initia.trve & culture :VIII: 8 12.5: 12•5 75 . . . 3.23 ~11. & observ• . . . 3 • 23 ~bi li ty to under:11 9 . 33e3: 22.2 44.4 L • stand-question and . express ideas • . . .. 3.23 @.ll, & J;>ower of 
• . application . . . 3•23 Daily growth and I I .. . . . final results • . 
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. * . "partly" ' "no" 
According to the none too numerous replies to this question, 
a little leas than one fourth of the teachers based their esti-
mate of value u:pon knowledge; a little more than one ~ourth(26~4%) 
agree }tl>On personal power and initiative as a basis for judgment; . . . ' 
andq.30•34% .consider a combination of both the proper standard 
for an estimate. Other standards suggested a.re "oultu.re", 
"personal power and culture","all, j;>lua power of application", 
or personal power and observation"• In.cities of more than 
60,000 population the most frequently ised standard is that of a 
combina.t~ap of p~rso~al pow~r and initiative• Upon the basis 
of the standard or standards indicated, it is perhaps reasonable 
to think that English training should show a higher degree of 
adequacy than is tentatively indicated by the replies to the . . 
preceding question. 
Question 23 ~; What could the university or high schmml 
or normal school have done to increase the efficiency of this 
grade or school? 
(Tab~e omitted.) 
The number of replies to this question averages twenty for all 
grades in smaller cities, and eight for all grades in ,larger 
cities. 
The unive~sity, high school, and normal school have three 
ways of approach to the elementary school English problem; through 
the t·eaa:q.er, the community, or in their relations to their own, 
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students. The general equipment of the teacher, her literary 
ba~:1tgr~unds; ~y ~~ im;Proved by broader courses in higher insti tu~ 
.t~ons of learning• Her special equipment shoulll include practical 
training in methods.~s i~ handling large classes. Special courses 
should equip teachers for directing defective or backward children. 
Then too, these schools should give teachers a broader vision of 
the possibilities of English teaching and of the value of good 
English, and a deeper insight into the needs of pupils• 
·These· highe~ schools should make::,~ survey of English con-
ditions in the community, and conduct publicity campaigns for 
populariziLg better speech. They should attempt a scientific 
investigation into the causes of errors of speech, and should 
endeavor through extension Acourses or other means to raise the 
·standards of. "home English"• 
Within their own cunricula, these schools may offer more 
' . " 
extensive training in both lite£ature and language, and should 
always insist upon a high standard of speech in all classes. 
ftley possibly could aid by raising their entrance requirements. 
A few replies to this question say,"Nothing more." 
Question 23 b; Upon what standard of comparison (see 22 ,gJ 
of effi9iency is the preceding statement based? 
(Table omitted.) 
In smaller cities onl~ a little more than one-third, and in 
~arger cities ,abou·t half, of the persons replying to the first 
part of this question answer this part. Generally~their standard 
of comparison is personal power plus knowledge, or knowledge plus 
initiative, or a combination of all three. nobservationtt, 
"thoroughness", and "interestnare also mentioned. State 
require~~ts are .. t~ st~dard named in one reply, and another 
from a larger city says,"all, plus interest in the subject". 
Question 24 .!i; What is the English course of study for 
this grade? 
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24 b; What general principle or principles determine 
this arrangement? 
24 .Q.; To what extent, if any, are individual 
teachers allowed to make variations in it? 
These questions have been treated at the heginning in 
connection with 16 !! and 17 ~in the unsuccessful attempt to 
discover a typical course of study• 
Questfon 25 .!!; Is special correlation of vocational activity 
with English sought for in this grade? 
25 ·4 · Are results satisfactory? -f 
Table XXII 
Vocational activity correlated?: Results satisf ectory? 
Grade: R12ls: Yes . lfo : :R121s'!': Yes : No :Partl:£ . 
:.A. 27 33.3 66.66 . . 9 . 77.7 . . . 
I I:B 8 25 75. .. 0 . . . . 9 . 66.6 33.33 . . 6 . 50 16.6 33.33 • . . .. . II . 4 L 25 76 . . l :100 . . .. . . 41 17.1 83.9 . . 7 . 14.2 14.2 • . . • . III: 9 11.1 88.8 .. 2 :100 . • .. . . 42 26.2 73~8 .. 11 1 . 55.6 . 27.27 . . . . . 
IV 9 22~22: 77.7 . . 2 :100· . .. . . 45 . 15.5 84.4 .. 7# : . 28 .5 . 28,5 . 57.14 • . .. . . v ·9 22.2 . 77. 7 .. 2 :100 . . . . . • 
42 . 19.5 71. 7. . . 9 . 36.7 . 15.3 . 30.76 . • • . . . 
16 ro .. 80 . . 3 :100 . . . . . . . 3 34: .3 . 65.7 .. 10 60 20 . 20 . . . . . . . VII: 10 . 00 40 . . 6 ·83.3 . 16.7:: . . . . . • . 
:0 2 .. 60 . 50 . . 1 . :100 • . . . • 
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Vocational activity correlated?: Rasul ts satisfac~ory? 
Grade: R ls.:. Yes . Ne» . . R-ls~: Yes . No :Partl . . . . . . . .. 35 27~5 71.4 . . 10' . 90 . ~o . . . . . . . . . . ' 
:VIII: 8 . 62;5 . 37 ~5 . . 6 ao: . 20 . . .. . . . 9 55.5 44.4 : : 3 33.3: 66.6 . . 
~ liumber of 'yes' replies in Column 3. 
# The sum o:f ·the repJ.ies ·for· these grades is greater than th 
the ·number of' 'yes' answers in column 3, hence the per cents total 
more than 100. 
Only a.bout one-fourth of those replying to this question 
report special correlation of vocational activity;( in cities 
above .60,000_~n ~r~des VII and VIII and in departmental schools 
the propo,rtion is ~onsider ~bly greate~}.. Of these who answer 
'yes:' one-half( 51•82%) secure satisfactory reslllts, while 22•8% 
are partly satisfied with the results they get• In grades VII 
and VIII teachers are generally satisfied with results. 
Question 25· ]2,; If such co;rrelation is made, according to 
what principle? 
Table omitted. 
The greatest number of ~eplies to this question in any 
grade is six in grad.es VI and VII, Apparently the question is 
' . 
one which educators have not considered and which they do not 
feel able to answer. General answers embrace the principles 
of "inter est", "pfaotioal ap2lica tion of English work", and 
11head and hand acting together". The specifie suggestions 
include "reproduction of stories", "child learns only the words 
he uses", "visits to places of industry", and oth~ equally · 
.' '' ,\ 
varied and unsubstantial hints. 
Question 25 ,g_: If sueh correlation. is made, by what 
method. or methods? 
(Table om.i tted.) 
Among the three or fpur replies to this question for 
each grade are suggestions Of CEl!rtain specific means;such 
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as handwork for English, gra.ae· I; spelling conneotwd with 
manual training, grade VI; and drawing and paper cutting, 
grade II. The method most freqitently mentioned is the use of 
material on trades and professions, or of trips to industrial 
concerns as subject matter for oral and written composition. 
One school replying in grade V correlates by showing the 
necessity lor knowledge of English in any vocation. 
Question 24 ,!!; If results of vocational activity are 
not satisfactory, what is' the ca.use? 
(Table omitted.) 
.No answers to this question appear in the first three 
grades, and only one in grade IV. It says,"The course is 
. not exacting, and differs in results." In the later grades 
the most significant comment among the two or three replies 
for e~ch grade is that the course is not sufficiently worked 
.out. 
Question 25 !; If the results are not satisfactory, how 
can they. be made so? 
(Table. omitted.) 
This question is answered in grades VI, VII and VIII. 
' 
The replies in::-Clude suggestions for "spelling matches", 
"letter writing","note book work", and 0 general correction 
of speech. manners, and costumes". 
Question _26 a; -~t library, if any, is a.vailable:fo~ 
pupils of this grade; soh·ool library, public library, o:t . . .. 
both, or aom~ other ( speaifi ed)? Is th ere cooperation by 
and with a public library? Are there any libraries in the 
children's homes'? Are loan collections available': or trav-
eling libraries f~om' the state library commission, or other 
sources( specified)'? 
Table XXIII 
: * : · · ·:do operation by and with 
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Grade:Rp1m:sohoo1:Publio::Publio:Rome':Loe.n: Travel~: 011her * : A 40 : 3 7 • 5 : . 7 6 : : i : I : : 
I : B l 0 : : 50 . : : : 60 : . 40 : : 
37: 91•9 64•8 :: 27.l ' 
: II 10: 60 10 : : 90· '10. : 60. : 
. . . . •· 
: 46 : 81. 3 7 6• 3 : : 43;. 4 : 7 3;. 9 26 • l : 21. 7 : 
: III: 10: 20· 90· : :100 80 : 70 : 
. 57 : 7 0 .1 : 76. 7 : : 21 ;.1 89 • 4 35 .1 : 2 9 • 8 : . • : IV: ll: 63~6 :100 :: 72.7 18.l : 
60: 83.3: 96 :: 60 41.6 11.6: 10 : v 10: 80 : 100 . : : 90 90 : 60 . : . • 48: 77.1 83;.8 :: 60 17.1 27.1: 18•7 VI ll: 61.8 90e9 :: 45,4 90e9 72.7: 
: 38: 86.8 
:VII : 12: 83,3 
:C :12:100. 
: : 48: ·79.l 
:VIII: 11: 81.~8 
: 17: 70.5 











. . . . 
36.98 26•3: 
26~3 : 













*The reports for this questi,on from small cities are 
generally meagre. From larger.cities and departmental schools 
reports are fairly complete. 
,.,.,., 
• Answers in this column are always qualified as; "somen, 
"fawn.or "limitedn. 
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Number of libraries. 
Referemoe to the table shows· that the schools whioh 
replied· to this question are generally equipped with a library 
,. .. 
of some sort. Beo~ae it did not seem probable that the 
more than one~third of the schools which did not reply to . 
'·'· ti 
any of the questions in group 26 have no li.brary, that large 
percentage which might have count•d on the negative side has 
been disregarded• The percentages in the table were' com-
puted upon the basjs of the number of reports in each grade 
to any other pa.rt of gruup 26 than 26 a, assuming in such oases 
that no reply to 26 !. me~nt no library.. A few schools defi-
nitely report ~o ,library; the largest number being twenty in 
gra~e V of cities below 50.000,and thirteen in grades IV and V 
larger cities• No marked difference ap:Pears in the number of 
libraries available. in large and in small cities• 
Questi~n 26 ~; Wbat approximate total number of volumes 
,in school and publie libraries is available for English work? 
Size of libraries: A consider~tion of the number of lib-
raries lacks significance unless we know something of the:i::e 
size and contents. The figures representing the numbers of 
volumes are given in a.v~rages ma.de up fron-widely varying 
libraries. For example, in grade V of cities below 50,000, . ' 
the average of 2,650 is computed from twelve libraries 
ranging from te~ ·volumes to 14,000; and seven of these twelve 
have less than two hundred volumes. For ~glish reference iil 
Grade IV of cities o:f that class· the extremes are tan volumes 
and 14;.ooo vj)lumes, the average six t~ousand~ but seven out 
of twelve have less than one h1indred volumes. Replies from 
larger cities indicate a similar range in the number of 
' .. . . 
vol~es;.b~t no fai~ judgment of the size of the typical 
11 brary ca.i>. be made. 
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Question ~6 b ( seoand part): What approximate number of 
v.i:>lumes of biography, travel and description, fiction, poetry . .... ... .. . t~(, . 
and the drama, soience andAindustries, recent and contemporary 
literature, works of reference,such as gazetteers, cyclopedias, 
dictionaries, textbooks not used in· class, 'other volumes used 
in English work( specified)? 
Kind of libraries. 
In each grade fiction predominates, 1he average in grade 
II being two times the average for biography,its nearest 
oompeti tor, and eight times that for travel and descr~ption, 
the next in rank. In grade III the fiction library is nearly 
seven times as ~a:rge as that of biography or travel, and four 
/ times that of science or industries~ In other grades IV, V, and 
VI, the proportions are similar, as fiction biography 
-
travel : science :: 7 ; l ; 2 : 4; or 9 : l .l ; 2, or 5;1:0:2. 
In grades VII and VIII fiction becomes relatively less 
important while travel ~d descrip~ion , biography, and poetry 
and drama make proportionate gains. Of the less popular sorts 
. . 
of literature, poetry and the drama fa.Ee rather well, but 
recent and contemporary literature and books of reference are 
seldom mentioned• 
In general these figures are taken from a small nJllllber of 
reports ·and: are so imadequate as to arouse' the suspicion that 
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teachers do.not know their libraries. 
Question 26 .2,; What estimated percentage of lt.br~ry 
use is by pupils for reoreationt for supplemental reading, 
·tor the finding of speaifi c reference d:nformation·~~ far the 
cultivating of the ha.bit of good reading7 In moat cases, 
does the use of books a.s tools develop into cultural reading? 
Use of libraries. 
In this question,too,the paucity of replies makes 
general'iza.tions from them of doubtful value. They_ indicate 
that more than three-fourths of the pupils' use of libraries 
is for recreation; 18.161~ is far supplemental reading; 10•5% 
for reference; and 7.5% far the cultivation o:f the reading habit. 
r . 
. .. Question 26 d; Is instruction offered in the physical 
makeup of bo·oks, in the use of books and libraries.( ref e:eence 
books, card catalogue, and other indexes)?· If so, what, and 
·how much? 
Instruction concerning libraries. 
Very few schools offer instruction mn the physical make-
up of books or in the use of libraries. The greatest number 
~nswering "yes" i1:1 either case is eight for physical makeup in 
grade IV of cities below 50,0QO, and fourteen for •use 11 of 
libraries in graie VIII. Instruction is given in how to open 
a book, how to care for a book, how to bind papers and to 
design magazine covers; and inthe use of indexes, card catalogues 
. :;~ 
eto• The time ta.ken for this work varies from forty-five 
minutes a week in one school to one hour a semester in another. 
Question .. 26 !. and f: ls any librarv reading specifical-
ly requi~ed bU English teachers? If so, do pupils read more 
than required? If not required,what proportion of English 
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pupils use the library voluntarily? f; Of what does the read-
€.STI J11.;ATE. ing of English pupils chiefly consist, and is it possible to~ 
its average amount for one pupil in pages, or hours, weekly? 
Required reading. 
In the early grades not many teachers require library 
reading,in grade VI one~haJ.f of the thirty-six schools 
reporting make library requirements, and in grades VII and VIII 
more than two-thirds expect outside reading. Not many sohools 
answer the second part of 1his.question(do pupils read more 
than is required) and of these little more than half reply 
that pupils do more than the required reading. Hrom replies 
from gra.des VI, VII, and VIII, it appears tt.at more than half 
the reading dime is fiction. Histo~y and biography rank 
second with an ave rage of about 22%', and books· of travel 
rank a remote third. 
Note: Most of the conclusions concerning ~ibraries have 
been drawn from cities below 50,000. From the larger cities 
and from departmental schools the number of replies some-
times but· two or th~ee was insufficient for any conclusions, 
but an inspection of these replie~ shows no marked difference 
from these considered. 
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The reports for the remaining questions of Sheet II 
are comparatively few, hence conclusions drawn from them are 
merely tentative, their relative value indicated as heretofore 
by the number of each. 
Question 27 !,; Do you favor the equal division of 
elementary and secondary education on the "six ~ six" plan? 
27 b; Have you tried it? If so, where and when 
.. -~ 
·and with what results( ·specify kind and degree)? 
27 ,2.; Wouldyou limit the 11 six-and-six"plan to 
towns and small cities, substt~uting for large cities the 
six-three-three" plan, or the "six-two-four"pllan? 
27 .9;; Or ii your preference for some other limit~ 
ation or modification? If so, what and why? 
Division ·of time between elementary and secondary education., 
Replies to section ~ of this question range in number 
from twenty in grade IV to thirty-three in grade V in smaller 
cities,and from six in grade II to twelve in grade V for 
cities above 60, 000. Of these a majority ( 64. 6% averaged for 
all grades in cities bwlow 50,000, aIJd 79.14% for all grades 
in larger cities) favor the "six-and-six"plan. Almost none of 
them had tried it in 1914, four in grade VIII being the largest 
number reported in any grade. It had been in use in Hartfo:Cd 
City, Conn., Albia,Iowa, Madisonville,Ky•, Breckinridge,Colo., 
Crawfordsville,Indiana~ Muncie, Indiana, Blackfoot,Idaho. 
and Dunkirk, N.Y. These reports are unanimous in their 
approval, . saying that reaul ts are"excellent 11 , "very satisfactory~' 
"fine '~et o. 
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In only one case, in grade II o~ cities below 50,000, 
does the majority of the simll number of replies favor 
limiting the plan to towns and snall ·c~ti~s• A few (seven 
in grade VIII, six in grade IV, and two or three in the 
remaining grades) favor the six-three-three plan for larger 
oi ties, while six report~ in grades I and V express a preference 
for the six-two-.four arrangement. Other diyiaions suggested 
by scattering replies, never more than two in any grade, are 
seven-five, eigb. t-four, seven-three, five-three-four, four-four-
four, and one-eight. 
Teacher preparation. 
"The sum of these answers should equal the tadsal number 
·of teachers in this grade~ (Note preeeding the question group.) 
Table XXIV 
. What number of teachers have had, • 
• :Grade:Secondary . Normal • . Grade:Total:onl :l 2: 3 . 4 . l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ... • . . . . . I . 96 . 2.08:7.2:5.2: 5.2:7.2:6.2:28 1: . . • . . . . . ... . . . • . • . • . . . . II . 102 . :15.6:9.8:20~: . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . • . • 
:III . 128 . 2.35:3.1:4.6: 4 • 6 : 7 .1 : 23'. : • • . ' ... . . . . . . IV . 78 ::7.6:7.6: •· . . . . . . . . . • • . • • v . 131 :10.9 . .7:7.6: • . . . . . . . . ' . • . • . • . . 
VI 145 4.8 :2.1:6.9: . . . . • . • . : . VII: 100 1.3 :2.6:1.3: 
• . • . ' . . . .. . . . • . . .. . . 
: VIII: 153 :1~9:2.6:6.6 :16.:13.: 8.4: 
: College 
3 : 4 : l : 2 : 3 : 4 . . ' .. . . . ~ . . . . . . 
7.2:6.2:5.2:9.2:1.1:2.1 . . . . . . . . . . 
5.8:2~9: .9:6.8:1.9: 
. .. •' . ' . . . . . . . . . 
6~4:3.2:3.1:7.1: .7:2.3 . . . ' . . . . . 
5.1: :6.4:8.9:5.1:2.5 . . . . . . . . . . . 
2.9:2.2:4.5:9.1:2.2:1.5 . . . .. . . . . . . . 
4.8:8.9:8.6:4.7:2.8: . . . . . . . 
4.6:8.6:4 :3.3:2 :2.6 . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
.1:8.4:7.1:4.5:6.6:15. 
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There have been crowdei out of this ~able per cents 
representing combinations of normal. 1 school and college train~ 
i~g o~ other combinations as follows; grade I,9.37%; grade II 
5.88%; and grade VI. 2.06%. 
So few reports from larger cities er departmental schools 
were received froh.1this question that it seemed wise to dis-
regard them in considering the problem of teacher preparation. 
They off er no- ev~dence to show that the preparation of, teachers 
in the.larger cities differs from that of those in smaller 
cities. 
The note preceding this question reads, "The sum of these 
answers should e~ual the total number of teachers in this 
grade". Assuming that those who replied followed this dir act-
ion then the sum of teachers for each grade rightly represents 
ioo% in the table above. 
Reference to the table shows that more than one-fourth and a 
littie less than one-third of the primary teachers have had 
two years of /liormal ,,S'~hool after high school. The median line 
. ( " . 
follows rather closely the sevond year of normal school, dropping 
below in grade V and. rising airove in grade VIII. Exoe:pt for 
· grade VIII, less than one-sixth of the teachers have had any 
college training• In this grade more than oneQthi%d have had 
so~e C<?ll:eg~ work, an~ 16• 661£ have had fpur years. Four grades 
IV, VI, VII, and VIII, show a rather large proportion(nearly 
one-fifth) of thaahers with high school' :preparation'- only. The 
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combinations of. normal and college seem to·:J.refer either 
to summer sessions, or to summer. ·sessions and training schools. 
A very few schools report.teachers who have done graduate 
work. Two mention extension courses, and one business traim-
ing. 
Question group 29• Final results of grade training. 
This question group applis only to the eighth grade. 
The replies are generally coTJ).plete. 
Question 29 !:,; On completing the elementary school course 
in English; what should the pupil know about English? 
The answers to this question have been considered in the 
attempt to discover the typical course of study in English and 
do not need to be restated • (See tables I and II end the 
discussiom following). 
Question 29 ~;What kind and degree of power should he have 
developed? 
The kinds of power which the pupil should have developed 
on completing the eighth grade ar~ the power of expression, 
of und~ustanding, of appreciation, memory, concentration, observa-
tion, and imagina. ti on. iiearly one-hal. f ( 42. 54%) of the replies 
expect the pupil to be ·able to express himself clearly end 
to use and recognize good English. Another group ( 19. 6%) 
hopes for the devejlopment. of the understanding and reasoning 
power. Logical, careful, and clear thinking, .and the power 
· ~o .. ~~ to work and work out a reas<?n for himself are men.tioned 
here. An appreciation of good literature and authors and a 
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·.love of good reading are expected by 13•'7% d>f. the .replies~ 
Power.to remember includes the "power to retain all received", 
(3.92%), increasing vocabulary (l.96%), and the ability to spell 
and. use 10~000 words (l.96%). There is one re:PlY each (l.92%) 
for the power of concentration, and of observation, and two 
for initiative and imagination. 
In larger cities ~there is the same desire for free 
self-expression, a language and literary sense, correct habits 
of speech, and the power to get thoughts out of books. Five 
replies specify the power jo analyze sentences; and to write at 
least 150 words on a :familiar topic with coherence and correct 
·sentence structure• 
· The twelve replies from departmen t~l schools are a 
repetition of these from sma:ller cities. 
Question .. 2e ,g_; Should he have acquired any kind or degree 
of culture not included or implied in~ and ~? If so, what? 
Practically all reports from small cities say that 
pupils should have the culture that comes from knowledge, .. , ~ 
~ 
appreciation, and taste far good literature; the ability to 
enjoy an&i love the beautiful in literature; and to read 
intelligently and to distinguish between ordinary modern fiction 
and maaterpieeea. Five out of seven replies for larger cities 
say that he should have taste and appreciation for good lit-
erature, and the general opinion in departmental schools is 
the same• Olbh er replies from each type of schools hope for 
the refinement of ape.ech, and the speaking voiee and the 
elimination of slang and coarse expressions. There are 
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expressions of a desire for high ideals of personal conduct, for 
al truism, sympathy, .·brotherhood, kindness, and politeness. 
Question 29 ~; What pEeparation, if any, sho~ld he 
have for other English school work to follow, in addition 
to what is stated or i~plied in.!,? 
There a.re thirty-two replies from smaller cities ·and 
ten. from departmental schools from which may be gathered 
the following: 
In composition the pupil should have plenty of oral · 
and written wo:Dk, a knowledge of spelling and punctuation, a.nd 
the ability to express himself well. He should be able to 
define and illustrate common figures of speech and should 
have some knowledge of ,formal grammar. 
For literature he should know plenty of literature ,worthp 
of imitation and "have an acquaintance with the personal 
life of many authors". He should have an appreciation of 
and a desire to read the best literature and should know 
why the rest is not .so good. He should be able to grasp 
the gist of what he re.ads and re produce it. He should have 
some understanding of the author's style. 
Question 29 ~; What preparation should he have for 
practical life activities? 
Many of the replief'.i. to this question are repetitions of 
answers to previous questions~ Definitely practical abilities 
. are "knowledge of business forms and habits" d>n 30% of". the 
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replies. the ability to read well and spell correctly(l0.9%) 
a.mil to wrmte ~egibly (lo.9%). These proportions are for 
smaller cities; other types of schools show corresponding 
percentages. 
Not without signuficance is the inclusion here of the 
ability to converse fluently and intelligently and to write 
easily and effectively, hy twenty-seven per cent of the replies 
from smaller cities, and by thirty•seven per cent from 
departmentai schools, and by nearly all the answers from 
larger oi ties• 
Power to think clearly and independently is mentioned 
here as ·a1eswhere• There is one report each for interest in 
social a£fairs, or world events, knowledge of social forms, 
amd a bibliography and literature of vocatioaa. 
Question 29 !; What pa.rt of the preparation.1tamed in ! 
and ~ belongs specifieally to the eighth gradeE 
There are many replies to this question which specify 
a proportion as one-eighth, two-1hirds, much, none, or all. 
A few replies say work begun in other grades should be 
emphasized in this grade. A portion of the replies name 
specific ·parts of the course as belonging. to this grade• 
Nearl~ one-fourth in smaller cities say letter writing and 
business English should be taught in this grade, vmile 
scattering :eeplies.mention 11 application to :practical life", 
"reasons for usesn, public speaking, book reviews, knowledge 
of good literature. 
Larger cities and departmental schools do not make such 
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sp ecificatio:U,s • 
Question 29 g; Does he la.ck any part of that preparation? 
If so, what? 
The pupil lacks in knowledge of grammar, of voeabulary, 
of spelling, and in power Q~ correct or intelligent expression~ 
He has not a.lw~ys been taught the things he may need; and lacks . . 
the p~we~ to apply what he knows. He lacks initiative, judgmmat 
accuracy, thoroughness, and the ability to follow direot~ons. 
Question 29 ~ If so,what is the cause? 
The cause may l~e with the pupil,. the teacher, the system 
of study, or outside environment. Faults of the pupil consist 
of native carelessness, lack of interest, and of application. 
Faults of the system consist of lack of emphasis on important 
subjects or in lac~ of cor:neetion with everyday life~ Other 
faults are not specified~ In larger cities half the repiies 
say the cause is in lack of time and ~:t°ol&"d.ed conditions. 
The three remaining, answers name unfortunate home environment, 
indifferent and low standards; and too much time given to less 
important subjects• From departmental schools eight repli:ces 
answer, for the pupil,lack of interest, of previous training, 
and of ini·tiative• for the teacher,lack of definite aim; and 
name S.s other causes lack of a definite course of study, over-
." large ·classes, and the influence of street and theatre. 
Question 29 1; If such preparation is lacking, how could 
the difficulty be remedied? 
Nearly half the replfes from~,;.s~ller cities and larger 
cities 1and one-fifth from department a.l schools say the remedy 
lies in more time and sma.iler classes• Other schools would 
·alter the curriculum or methods by teaching less technicalt 
, grammar, making work more praotioal, eliminating much that 
is non·· essential, and placing empllasis on English in other 
' ' 
. subjects. A few would attempt to better the pupil's envir-
onment. Replies from depa.Etmental schoois ask for better 
organization and more cooperation among teachers~ 
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IV. Detailed Interp1 .. etatioJ! ~f Sheet III £f the 
Queatione.ry ~ 
Que ation group 30~ Reading, how ta.ugh t. 
Questi.on 30 ,!; In the teaching of reading what per cent 
is from the regular reader 1 from supplementary reader, from 
classics, or other matter? ( tota.l .should equal 100%) • 
Table 'llV 
. : :Reg. : supp. : clasr--": . : 
Grade: R:PlS :read. :re ad.: sics :Miscellaneous: 
:A 76 60 : 36 : 3 : l 
• . 
. . 
L :B ii 66.6: 31.9: 12.8: 11~6 : 
: 77 57 : 38 : 4 : l art & nature 
II 9 49.9: 36.4: 6.1: 7~6 : 
: 82 : 53 : 40 6 : 2" sight reading 
III: 11 : 60~4: 33 : 9 tl. 6 current: events. 
IV 
. . 
v : . 
. • 
86 69.7: 29 : 5 : 6.3 : 
11 56.7: 30.3: 8 6 : 
79 68 : 33 6 : 3 history,geog • 
: : : hygiene,Bible stories 
10 62 29.4: 8.7: 9.9 : 
25 : , 9 : 3 hygiene,hist.geog. 











• • . '. 
:VIII: 
. • . . 17 
49~1: 
: 47. 2: 





25.4: 21.4: 4~1 school paper 
22~8: 19~3: 10.7 library 
6 39 : ourr.ent events 
21.6: 48~2: 4.7 ourrent events 
16~4: 36.4: 13~4 traveling"library 
: periodicals 
17 40 10 stories 
Table AXV is compiled from the average of per~entagas 
stated in reply to the question. It is self-ex.:plaining,though 
a..ttention may be called to the greater use of miscellaneous 
~aterial in larger cities, to the general dependence on the 
regu.lar reader in all sohoole, and to the tather wide use of 
supplementary readers except in grade VII,de:partmenta1.·~-
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Question 30 B, Information9(aubstanoe) first,or form 
(words) ·fir st? 
Qu.eation 30 ,g_, First reading silent or oral, in class 
or before class? 
Table XXVI 
: Taught First ·· :First Reading . : First Ree.ding · 
Grade :Rpls: Subst: Form:R:pls: Si-lent :Oral :Rpls. In cl :Before :Either 
: :A 62: 68.l: 41.9: 70 : 64.2: 36.7: 62: 64.5: 17.7: 17.7: 
. . I ;B 20: 95· : 15 .. : 20 :100 : : 11: 72.7: 27~2: : : 69: 57.9: 42~1: 78 :. 78.2: 21.8: 69: 39.2: 36.7: 24~1: 
II : 9:100· : : 10 :100 11: 27·.2: 36.3: 36~3: 
: 70: 64~2·: 46~7: 65 :100 72: 6.9: 83~3: ~.7: 
III: 11: 90.i: 9~1: 11. :100 : : 11:. 9.1: 63~6: 27~2: 
IV 
v 
66: 66.l: 33.8: 76:: 93.4: 6.6: . 90: 28.8: 64:.4: 16.JB: 
10: 100 . . : : 11 : 100 . • 11: : 100 : • 
67: 80.6: 19.4: 68': 88.2;*:7.3; 73: 8.2: 86.3: 6~5; 
10:100'. : : 12....: 91.6: 8.3: 4:100 . : : : : 
7 0 : 7 8. 5: 21, 5 : 7 8 : 79 • 4 : * : 6. 4: 69 : 18 • 8 : 75 • 3: 5. 8 : 
VI: 9: 90 :.10· 10 ~100 : : 10: : :100 : 
: 62: 88~7: 11.3: 65 : sa.1:*:7.6: 52: 19~2: 73.1: 7.6: 
VII: 9: 88.8: 11.2: ll 90.9: 9jl: l: : :100 
:C 13:100· : : 13 : 9293: !~!: .14: 7•1: 42.9: 50 : 
: : 65: 38.1: 61.a: 61·: se.o:*:s.1: 61: 11i.3:_ 86.2: 3.4: 
:VIII: 11:100 : : ll: 81~8: 18.1: 14: 28.5: 60 :. 22.5: 
: · . . ~! . ,16: ~- ri5~. : · 25, ... ; . l5 ·: .. 100,: :: . .. : :, . l~h .. '35•0 Z: .. 6th8!',, 
. * 'Add to these grades per cents reporting "either"· as 
follows; grade V, 4.42; grade VI.14.11: grade VII, 6.16; 
and grade V~II,3.29. 
·rn only one instance (grade VIII,citiea below 60,000) do 
tbe majority of teachers teach form (words) fir at, · al though in 
the first four grades in smaller cities conaideravly more than 
one-jihird follow that practice. In cities above 50,000 and in 
departmental schools the vote ia nearly unanimous for substance 
first• 
The general agreement is for a silent first reading with 
a few schools in the last four grades noting a variation in their 
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practice. After the primary grad.ea there is a marked preference 
for. the first reading before class, al though many schools vary 
their methods~ 
Question 30 .§:.; _Is phonic drill given emther in connection 
with reading or independently? If the former, does it precede 
or follow oral reading?' 
Table XX.VII 
:Phonic drill given . With re~ding . 
Grade:Rpls :with :Indep-: :Rpls :l?re- :Fol- . Both . . :read.:endent: Both: * : cede :low . . . 
:A 83: 33.7: 42.1: 24.2: 48 . 93.7: 6.2: . 
I :B 43: 41~8: fa .1: . 9 . 77. 7: 22.2: . . . 83: 42~1: 33.7 . 24.2: 50 . 84 10 6 •· . . II . 14: 21.4:. 57~1: 21.4: 3 :100 . . . . . . 94.: 59 .6: 32.9.:' 7.6: 66 . 95.4: . 4.6: . . . . III: 12: 16.6: 33.3: 50. . 7 :100 . . . . • . . . . 80: ·71. 2: 22.6: 6~2: 65 90~7: 4~6: 4.6 . . • 
IV: 11: 54. 5: 211. 2 18.l: 7 71.4: 28~5: . . 
65: 78~4: 6.2 15.4: 113 86.3: 8.2: 5.4: 
v 7: 85~4: 14.5 . 6 80 . 20 . . . . . . 
59: 72~8: 23.7 3.5: 33 . 81.8: 12.l: 6.1: . . VI 10: 80 20 6 66~5: 33.3: . . . . 38: 71 . 29 30 73.3: 10 16.6: . . 
:VII . .5: 80 . 20 . 5 . 40 40 20 . . . . 
:C 2: 50' . 50· . 2 :100 . . . . • . . . . . 31: 61~3: 38.7 . 21 . 80.9: 19.l: . . . . 
:VIII: 8: 62~5: 37.5 0 . . . . . 9: 66. 6: 33.3 . . 8 :100 . . • • . . 
* These replies do not correspond to the replies in 
column three. 
Excipt in the primary grades there ap:pears to be a pre-
ference far giving phonme. drill with reading' rather than in-· 
dependently; yet about. one-fourth o:f the teachers in ·all grades 
give independent dri11. Among t.hose ~ho prefer j;o combine 
phonics with reading)agreement is ne~ly general lihi.t p~onio 
drill should precede~ A noticeable decrease in the number of 
r~pl.ie~ from. graa,.e III to grade VIII suggests that phonic drill 
is mostly given in the primary and intermediate grades. 
.. 
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Question 30 .!,; Is memory work required? If so, of what 
oharaater? Wha. t part prose? What part poetry? Is 1h ere any 
systematic attempt to increase vocabulary? If so, by what me1hod? 
Ta.bl e .XXVIII 
. Memorzwork . Vocabulary . . . • Grade: Required . .Aharacter . :increased • . . . 
:R32ls: Yea . No :RElB:Prose:Poetrz:RElB: Yes . .· llo . . . . 
ll.8.: :A 77: 93.6: 6.5: 70 10 90 34 . 88.2: . 
I ::B 11:100 11 7 . 93 11 . 90~9: 9.1 . . . 73: 89 . 11' . 70 10, 90 71 . 91~5: 8.5 ·• . . . 
• II 11: 90~9: 9~1: 11 . 5 . 95 11 . 81.81 18.1 . . . • . . . 35: 85.6: 14.4: 35 . 25 75 31> 1100 . • . • :III 8:100· . . 8 2 .. 98 0 . . . . . . . 
73: 84.9: 14.1: 39 . 10 90 . 3·5. :100 • . . . . IV . 11: 90 9: 9el: 11 . 6 94 0 . . . . . • . 79 :100 . 70 . 23 77 . 7 :100 . . . v 11:100. 11 5 . 95 11 :100 . . . 
80: 98.7: 1.2: 68 . 25.5: '74 .5 79 . 94•9: 5.1 • . . VI • 11:100 . 11 . 13 . 87 10 :100 . . . . • . . . . . .. 69 :100 .  69 21- . 78.7 . 65 :lOO . . . . . . . . . VII: lO:J.00 . 10 12-el: 87~9 . 10 :100' . . . . • . :C 13:100 13 24• 2: 75~8 .7 . 85•7: 14~3 • . . . 66:100 00 . 32.2: 67 .8 58 . 93.l: 6•9 . . • . :VIII: 10:160 9 . 25 . 75 . .9 :100 . . . . . . 15:100 15 ': '31~5: 68.5:: 14 :100 . . . . . 
Only a few schools report no memory work required of 
their pi.pile a.1 though a few· of the "yes" answers a.re que.lifie d 
as "some" or "a little". Pro ae is less popular than poetry as 
memory material, its best showing being in grade VIII where it 
amounts to about one-third o# the whole• The selections 
chosen for memory work cpmprise nature, ethical, and. historic· 
and :patriotic po~mf3; .stories~8.n:d myths; ·and quotaions alld 
selections from the cl.aasics. In grade I of smaller c·1 ties 
"sight words" are memorized in one school, and in grade "V of 
smaller cities "definitiona 11 • 
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. Nearly all schools make ~. SJ!Stematic attei;npt t.o increase 
the pupil's vocabulary• The largest negative statement is . , 
18.1% in grade II of larger.cities1·the next largest ·14.3% 
in grade VIII, departmental. A variety of methods for increasing 
vocabulary is noted in each grade: among them, drills in the 
meaning and construction of words; the study of synonyms amd 
the diction~ry; the.use of new words in original semtences and 
in oral composition; conversation, memory work; reprod~atmon 
of stories; and dictation exercises. 
Question 30 f; In germral are results satisfactory? 
If not, in what respects? Why? What would be a reme~y? 
Table XXIX 
Grade: Rpls: 
: :A 63 : 
I :B 11.: 
71 : 
-: II 11- · · 
: : 84·; 












VII: 10 : : c 10 •' : 
: : 63 : 
: VIII: 11 : 
13 : 
Yes : No : 
96-.8: 3.2:* 
90. 9: 9 .1: 
9'1. 2: 2. 8: 
90~ 9: 9~1: 
79•7: 20.3:* 
80 : 20 : 
80.2: '19~8: 
54. 5 : ' 45 ~ 4: 
76 : 24 : * 
90.9: :9.1:>:~ 
7 5 ~ 6 : 24 • 3 : *' 
72~7: 27~2:* 
69. 3: 30. 7: 
80 20 :* 




*·These. totals include a few qua.lifiei answers aa"not 
quite",, "not entirely", nfairly so", etc. 
The table shows that results are generally satisfactory 
. ~· --though with increasing dissatisfaction in the higher grades~ 
No marked difference appears between large and small cities 
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except in grades. VII and VIII, where schools in large cities 
are much better pleased with their results than are other 
.. ,. • ~ 4 
types .of schools~ 
'~" 
Pupils fail in the mechanics of read.ing and in mastering 
the subject matter~ Faulty pro nuncia ti on, enuncia t~ on, expression, 
phrasing or grouping, and lack of fluency, ease, or accuracy· 
comprise the first class; while such expressioU,s as" failure to 
new 
get thought",. "unable to use~words correctlyn, "lack of apprec-
iation", ."la.ck. of ability to.remember and apply·what is read",: 
"and lack of interpteta.tion" sugges:t difficulty in mastering . 
the content of the reading lesson • 
. The reasons for failu~-refer to the pupil, the ·curriculum, 
the home environment, and to over-crowding~ The pupil's weak-· 
. ness is sometimes attributed to natural defects or to his im-
maturity, but more often to his carelessness, inattention, self-
oonsciousness, or poor habits of study. The curr~culum attempts 
too much, but .it fails to provide enough oral work or sufficlent 
material for supplementary or outimie reading. Neither does it 
make proper provision for developing the child's vocabulary~ 
- . . 
An unfortunate home environ.Men t. is reflected in reading{~:as in 
other English branches, for many h~mes do not possess suffioient 
suitable material for home reading. I~ the replies from each 
grade there are f:eequent referenc.es . to OV&l!crowd.ed condi tiona 
as "classes too large"• "too little.opportunity for personal 
supervision", or "individual attention". or "too little time 
for ·drill". 
The remedies proposed are first of all. smaller classes · 
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~ore t_~me ! more _d:r:ill; 'greater _opportunijy fo~ individual he~p, 
and more time or special teachers for. defectives. Specific changes . . 
in method are: in grade I more phonics and word-building, sight . ' . 
reading, and repro~uction; in grade Il more phonics, "more 
talking by pupils", and emphasis on tlle desirability of a 
rich vocabulary; on gra.de III a class organization which gives 
a. reason for reading; in grade IV "good quest.ioning", oo:orect 
forms, expression, and enunciation in ~11 classes, and more 
phonics; in grade V dramatization to "make lessons mean more";. 
in grade VI outside reading; in grade VII more dramatic read-
ing and the socialized recitation; in grade VIII more attention 
·to thought and expression, better motivation, and the socialized 
recitation. ·General suggestions would ve:ry the quantity of oral 
and mf silmnti;reading, eliminate some material (not specified), . . 
provide better and simpler texts, and furnish more supplementary 
material suitable to the grade. A few replies would seek to raise 
home standards or to enlist tre. cooperation of parents; and 
one reply in grade VIII asks for better prepared teachers.· 
I 
I 
Question group 31. ·Composition, how taught. 
Queat~on 31 ,!; Is composition taught with or without a 
text? If with text, what one? 
·Table .XXX 
. . . . . . 
Grade: R;ElB: Yes . No Both: . 
·• :A 29: :100 .
I :B 8: :100 . . 67: 'l . 93 . . . . . . . . 
II . 10: :100 . . . . . . 74: 2'1.1: 60.8: 12~1: . 
III: 11: 36 ~3: 63~6: . 65-: 60.7: 49.3: . . IV . 14: 50· . 60 . . . • . .. . . 71: 54.9: 40.8: 4.2: . 
v • 7: 28~5: 71.4: . • . . 75: 54.6: 38.6: 6~6: . . VI . 14: 36~7: 64~ 2: . . • . . 71: 59.1: 40 .8: . . . 
VII: 8: :100· . . 
:C 13: 30.'7: 69 .3: . . . . 38: 89.4: 6. 2: 5.2: • . :VIII: 11: 63~6: 36.3: 
• L 14: 42~8: 5'1.l: . . . 
'14 
After grade IJ schools in smaller cities show an increasing 
preference for use of the text in the teaching of composition. 
In larger oi ties most teachers before grade VIII prefer to 
teach without a text, and in depart~ental schools nearly two-
thirds of the teachers use no text. 
Th~ list of texts used is given in the following table. 
TEXT : I Ir: : II I : : IV V : : VI VI I : VI I I : TOT. 
Al dine : 
Arnold• s Lang~ 1esso?ls 
Baker and Qarpenter : 
Benson 
Blount . 







' : l 
l : 
. 








l . 3 l . ' 
•;fl 
. . 








6 .,, ' 
l 
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Text . l . II III: IV v VI :VII :VIII:Totals . . 
: , ... . . f 
El em. Lang. Bo Ok . l : l • . Emerson-Bender . . . 1 l l . 3 . '7 4 . 17. . . . . . . 
Everyday . . l ·1 . . 
Guide book to. Eng.II . l 1 . 
Hiil . . . . l . l'. .. . . . 
Hughes : '1 . 1 . . 
Hyde-Butler l . 1 2 . 
Kimqall . . 2 : 3 2 7 . . 
Lang.Spoken & w. . . l . . 1 ... 1 l 4 . . . . • Lessons in English: l . . l . . 
Live Lang.Lessons . . 2 . 2 . • • 
Manley-Bailey . l 1 . 
Maxwell & Smith l l 2 
Metcalf & Rafter . . . l ' . l '2 4 . . . 
Mod»rn Eng. Lessons 1 . . 1 2 . . 
Mother Tongue· . .2 1 :· 3 3 2 10 . 
McMurray and W l .. . . l . ' . Our Language l . l' . 
Peterson . l l . 
Primary Lang. Lessons . ' l . ·1 . 2 . . . 
Progressive Lessons .. 1 3 4 . 
Reed l .. l . 
Reed-Ke:J.iog9 . l l 2 . 
Robinson & Ro?Je . . l 1 3 3 4 12 . . 
,~owe & Peterson . . l 1 . . 
Scott-Southworth . . l l' . l 7 . 9 5 • 24 . . . . . 
Steps in Eng:Lish • . . 1 ·3 . 4 7· . . .. 
Swinton l l . 2 . 
Swinton Higher l ' . l • 
Thomas & ·Howe .. . .. . . l . l . . .. • . 
Webs-ter~Cfo oley 2 l , . 5 5 3 16 . . . . . Thorndyke . . 1 • . 1 
Winter buhne . l . l 2 ,,. " 
In tables XXXII. to XXXV inclusive the percentages listed 
are averages of the percentages given in the replies by the 
various schools. The are not affected by the number of rep.lies 
which is noted only a.a an additional· bit of information. 
I 
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Question 31 b; What perc~ntage. of exercise13 is oral? 
and what percentage is written? Do these percentages fairly 
represent t'.00 estimated relative importance of each? If not, 
why not? 
Table XXXII 
. ·Exercises . Relative importance . • 
Grade :R12ls: Oral: Vlri t: R12Chs: Yes No • •• . :A 45 :. 90 : 10 . 30 . 100 . .. . .. . II 
I :B 8: 84~3: 16~7: 8 100 . . . . . 77: 70 ~7: 29.3: 77 1.00 . . . 
II: 10: 7 5•3: 24.7: 0 . . . 75: 61. . 39 . 48 . 95~8: 4.2* . . . . . . ' . III: 11: 63.9: 36 .1: 11 . 72.7:2!.2* . . . . 
• 80:. 69 41 44 96.4: 4•6* • IV 14: 67 43 . 10 90'' ·:10 * . . . . . ·78: 50 . 60 : 60 86.6:13.3*#: . . . . v . 11: 53~9: 46.l: l 81~8:18~1* : . . 
71: 4 .9: 54.l: 3.6:26.4 . VI . ll: 62' ' : 38 . 9 . 77.7:22•2 • . . . . . 66: 42.3: 57 .7: 42 '71.4:28.6* . . 
:VII . 11: 48 52 a 7·5 :25 * . 
:C 13: 47 . 53 . 10 60. :40 . . . . . . 66: 40•6: 59.4: 51 68~6:31~3*#: . . 
:VIII: ll: 4"1 •6: 52.5: 11 63~6:36.3* : . 14: 68 . 42 : 11 54. 5: 45 • 4 * : : ' . . 
,... . 1t4" 
* .Among··th esa i-epli es a.re answers whicl). indicate oral 
is more important~ · · · ·· " 
# Among these replies a.re answers which indicate .. ,.-,_.,~//k1-1--V-_.._ 
written is more important. 
The table shows a steadily in~reasing proportion o:f written 
work from grade I to grade VIII, except in .gradfe V of larger 
oitiea. Those replies which say the proportion does not rep-
resent the relative importance of the subjects increase. in a . 
the increase in · · 
curve almos~ p~~allel · to ~he curve I\ of written work. In only 
three oases, less than 16%, do these replies suggest that writ- · ' . . .. . ftoj 
ten work is neglecte~• The others imply .. oral. reoei ves too 11 ttle 
at~e:r:1-tion when they- say," classes too large for sufficient oral 
work~"' or: "oral work needed more in daily life". 
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Question 31 c; What sources· of material are drawn upon 
and in what relative proportion, such;for instance, as classics, 
,. ~ . . . . ~ -
history, reference works, pupil's experience and observatmon, 
and other aouroes? 
Table .XXXIII 
Ref. :EXPce: . : Class: . . • . • Grade: R:els: ics :Hist. :works: Obs•:Other: . :A 22: 18 2 60 20 . . I :B 11: 35 9 . 50 .. 6 . . • . . 
30: 10 . 3' . l .. 60' . 26 . . • . . • II . 10: 6.7: 16.6: 1•6: 55.3: 22.a: •· . . 54: 19•7: 15 : . 41 . 26.3: . • . . 
III: · 11: 9.6: 23.2: !9.9: 27.3: . . 66: 17 . 17 . 4 . 40 . 22----: . . . • • • . IV . ··11: 7•2: .32• 7: •9: 21.2: 38 • • . 67 . 23 27 . 7 . 30 : 13 . . • . v . 11: 15 21 . 2. 9: 41•7: . . 62: 19 20 .. 6 . 40 . 16 . . • . VI 11: 9 16 . 1.5: 44~5: 29 . . . . 61: 22 . 23.4: 15.7: 23.6: 20•3: • . • . VII: ll: 10 18 . 6 . 50 . . . • . .. :C 13: 45 . 18 . 16' . 21· . . . . • . . . ' . 68: 24/l: 19 . 10.6: 22.3: 24 . • . . . :VIII: 11: 14•8: 14~9: 7·.3: 57 6 
14:. 18 . 16 16 36 14 . . • 
The tabulation of these replies reveals no general prin-
ciple upon which the use of the various specified materials 
is based. The child's.experience and observation is the most 
popular source of material end reference works the least. The 
miscellaneous material includes picture study, ~ature study, 
stori ea read and t?l.d. by teacher• '_'imagination", biography-~· 
geograpl'j.y, hygiene, current events, ·revie~s, copy-work, and· 
outline work~ 
~uesti,on 31 d; What kind of oral exercises are assigned 
and in what relative proportion,. such, for instance, as 
repeated.stories,bits of exp~rience, debates, other kinds? 
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Question 3~ .!! ; What e.st~mated pe::d!entage. of wri ~ten 
exercises consists of letters1 stories, essays, verse, newspaper 
articles, or ed_i torials t or .. other types? 
.. 
Table XXXIV a 
. Oral: exercises . . . . 
Grade: R ls:Stmries: E ce:Debates: Misc: 
A 3 . 60 20 20 . . . . I B 8: 17.6 10 . 72~4: . . " 30: i, 60 38 . . . 2 . . . . 
II 10: 23.2 24.2: 52~6: . : 60: 45 31 .5 23~:>: . . III: 11: 32 . 32 .• 2 34 . . . . • . 82: 43 . 39 l • 17 . • IV • 10: 34 . 20. 46 £ . 71: 44 . 33 . l• 22 . . • . ·v 11.: 30• 5 •• .. 32.6: 36.9: 
81: 44 32.8: 3.2 . 20 . .... • . VI 11: 23· 40 .. l~ . . 36 . . . . . . 54: 42.5 29.6: . 3~ 6:: 24.3:· . 
VII: 10: 26 . . 61' . 3 21 .... . . . .. :O 13: 44· . . 36~4-: 7· 12~6: . . . . 57: 39•3 . 27.9: 10.4 22•4: . . • :VIII: 11: 23 • 42~5! 7 . 17~5: • • 
14: 20 44 ·7.1 L 28•9: 
Table XXXIV .£ 
··. Written exercises Nwsp. :Edit-: 
Ga:ade: Rp1s :Letters: Stories :Essays :Verse :art• : orial :Ohthr 
:A 25 . 6 84 10 
I :B 8 100 *10 
27 18 70 1 : 1 
: II 5 : : 26 : 2 
: 48 26 36 : . 9 




70 . 27 46 10. : 3 
10 : 14 40 ll•l: 4 3~5 
: 48 : 26 46 . 5 : 3 -: 1. 
11 : 32 · · . 36 · · 23 · : l• 6: 
: 71 19.5 : 37.3 : 11•8: 
11 : 30 . : 30 . 24. 3: 
: ' 6 2: : 22. 2 24. l 10 . : 
4 : 2 
1•6: 5 
VII: 10 .: 30 : 20 30. 8: 
: 3~9 
.05 : 3.5 
im.3: 2 . :C 13 : 35 32 11 
. • 








~7 : .a 







a. 7 . 
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Table XXXIV b con• 
. . Written exercises Nwsp :Bdi t-: . . 
Grade: Rpls:Letters:Stories:Essays:Verse:art~ :orial:Other . . 60 . : 20~1 31.3 15~3 . 3.5: 1•3 24~5 . . . 
:VIII: 11 . 31.2 30.3 . 10.4 . 6~7 . . 21~4 . . . • . 
14 . 32 34: • 16 . 1•5: 9.2 . l 6.3 • . . 
* One reply only. 
In these tables as in others of their type the curves 
have no uniformity in any direction, and reveal ho gemeral 
principle upon which they seem to be b·ased. Neither do the curves 
of large oi ties and small cities correspond~ These facts in-
dicate that there is a wide divergence in practice among teachers• 
. ' . .., ·- . '"' .. 
. The variety of miscellaneous exercises for oral composition 
. . . 
is made up of mem~ry work, language· games; and drills• sentenoe 
building, dramatization, conversation, entertainments, class 
discussions, original stories; society work, and exercises 
. . . 
based on other subjects as history, geography, hygiene, and 
. ~ . . 
nature study, or on picture study, current events, or biography. 
.. ~· . 
Wri·tten exercises also are based upon other subjects_) . ·,. . . . .. ~ - . ,,k....w 
and include other kinds which are used for or~:eamatization, , 
picture study, and sentence building. In addition there are 
dictation exercises, diari~a. copy work, outlines, and the 
writilllgt.;of telegrams and checks~ Study of the structure of 
composition is undertaken through exercises in paragraph writing, 
(grade.VII. of larger _cities), description and exposition in all 
grades. and argumentation (grade VIII of larger cities).· 
The child's imagination is a fruitful source of ma~erial 
for both oral and written exercises. 
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Question 31 f; To what types of public are written and 
oral exercises addressed, and in what relative prpportion, such 
for instance as ,individuals, the.class, local community, general 
pUblie, or other specific bodies? 
Table XX.XV 
Local Gen'l 
Grade: R12ls:Indiv.: Class: com.:Eublic:other: 
: . :A 13: 7 90 1.1 .9 . l. . 
I :B 6: . 100 . . . 
15: 17. . 80 2 . . l . . . . II 6: 33•3: 66~6: . . . 35: 24 52•5: 5 . :18.6 . . . • . III: . 8 :. 40 59 l . . . 50: 44 46 7 l 2 . . . . 
IV 10: 28 64 3.5 . 5 . . . . . 
41: 25 . 65 . 3 2 5 . . . . . v 11: 28~2: 62~8: 3 . 7. . . 
47: ·49.5: 43.3: 3.2 2 : 20 
VI J:l: 20 75 . 1.6 .. 3 !4 . . . . 0: . . 
VII: 11: 34~3: 62 . 2.1 . 1.6 . . . :C 13: 28~6: 53 . 2 1~4 :15 • . . . 41: 19.9: 55.3: 16 . f•7 . 5•1 . • . . :VIII: 11: 24.8: 56.4: 7.4 :10~4 . l . 
14: 16.4: 70 . 2.8 .3 :10.5 . . . 
Apparently in all ·schools the class or an individual is 
the type of public most often addressed. ~he local and general 
public figu.re very little e~cept in grade VIII. Other types of 
public which are specified are, parents or home, school society, 
chapel. club, or paper, Santa Claus (one reply for grade II of 
smaller cities), business letters to publishing ho~ses, or to 
ra_ilroad offices, W. U. T. U. , the Humane Society, Grand Order 
' . 
of American 11ec_hanics, Improvement Association, and Board of 
Education. 
Question 31 g; What is the average length of written exercise 
in words; of oral exercises in words and minutes? What is the 
nlllllber a week for one pupil of written exercises, of oral exercise 
~able XXXVI · 
. . Length Ave. .Num.: . . 
Grade: Rjlls : Writ-~ : Oral . . . :words:Words:Min. w. . o. . . 
:A 9 . 20 . 60 4 2.7: 4.4 . . 
I :B 6 . 21 : . 45 . 2•8 2 . 6 . . . 
' . 26: 30 . 5ti . 8•7 ·4. 8: 4.8 . . . 
II 6 37 . 63 . 5•5 2 4 . . . 47 79.8 106.9 5•2 2.8: 3.7 . 
III: 10 74 . 91 : 6 3.7: 4.6 . 
63 108.2 lJ0.5 9.2 .. 3.2: 4•1 . .. . 
IV 10 95 . 101 . 6 . 2~7: 2.5 . . . . . . 52 118 :. 155 . 5.7 5: 3.4: 3.56: . . v 11 113 . 110 : ' 8. 2.5: 2.a . . . 
73 139 . 122 . 8 2.1: 2.7 : . . 
VI 9 103': 132': 3.l 2 . 3 . . . . 46 173.5 142.4 5. 2.3: 2.37: . 
VII: 8 133. : .. 181 . 8 3 : . 
:C 13 163.5 289 . 3.2 . 2 . 2.2 : . . . . 36 165.5 236.l 6.13 2.0: 8.06: . . 
:VIII: . 188 . 131 . 2 . . . 
14.: 180 . 112 . 3•1 3 6 . . 
No relation appears between the length in words of oral 
and written exercises. Each shows a tendency (not uniform) to 
increase as the pupil ma turef? •· The time length of oral exerlllises 
varies from grade to grade in an ;·erratic manner; nor is there 
any correspondence between averages for large. or small cities. 
Some of the recitations seem over.;.long, as 8.7 minutes for a seoo 
' . 
second grade pupil, or 9.2 minutes for ·a fourth grader• 
For all grades the average number of oral recitations per 
week ·exceeds the number of written recitations, the proportion 
being roughly 3 : 2. 
·~ . 
Question 31 h; How are oral exercises criticized or 
oorreoted? 
Crable- omi ttad) 
The replies to this question are generally vomplete. 
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Exoe:pt in· grade I of smaller cities exercises are most often 
corr eoted by teacher ~;and pupils, after grade III prac:tically 
always so. They are nearly alw~ys criticised in class at the 
time the mistake is made• Two reports from grade III of 
smaller cities and one from grade VII, say the criticism is given 
in conference after class~ The most popular meth~d is the 
substitution and repetition of correct forms. Language games 
are frequent in the early grades; drills persist through the 
intermediate grades; and in the advanced grade.a we note suggest-
ions ihfi "self-criticism", "a. record of mistakes kept by class 
and corrected by class·1eader and teacher", and ttaorrection 
thrd>ugh organization, not fa.ult-finding". It is considered 
important that the teacher use correct forms at all times. 
Question 31 !; Are any written exercises corrected out of 
class? If so, what proportion in conference with pupil and what 
privately by the teacher? 
Table XXXVII 
Correcte(l out of class Pro- • In . 
Grade: R le:Yes . No· . R ls: ortion:R Conf:Private: . . . :A 18: 33.3: 66~6: .. 68 7 . • . I :B ·g: 22~2: 1~~7: • . 40' . 00 . . . • . 41: 58 .• 5: 41.6: 17 .. 76 44. 56 . • . ·:.:· . II 7: 29 . 71 . . . • • . . . . 67: 86 14 26 . 33.2: 66.8 • . . III: 8 .. 50' 50· .. 6 3T . 80 . 20 . . . .. . . 73: 90~4: 9• 6: . 'll 21 44.2: 55.7 • . .. . IV .. 10: 90 . 10 . 41 • 44. . 35 . • • • • . 
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Table XXXVII con. 
Corrected out of class Pro- . In . 
Grade: R;Ela: Yes . No .. RElS:Eortion:RElS :Conf :Private: . . . . 66 . 95.4: 4.6: 36 61.l . 41 40 . 60 . . . • . . . . v 10 90' . lo· . . . . . . . . • • . • 
79 . 97.5: 2.5: 64 . 60.1 . 50 62.4: 67 .6 . • . . • VI . 10 . 90 . 10 . flt l.9 . 35 .5 . • . . . . . . • 67 :100 . 22 . 70 .2 30 29.3: 70.7 . . .. . . . 
:VII . 8 :100 . 42 . • 66 . 33 . . • . . . . . :C 8 :100 . L . 71~8 . 36~6:. 64.4 . • . . . . 
• . 63 :100 . 00 70.l 38 38.2: 61.8 • . . :VIII: :100 . . 63 . . 44 . 66 . . . . . . 14 :100 . 73 . 32;.6: 67•5 . • . 
-~ 
After grade I of smaller cities and grade If pf larger 
cities, the nwnber of teachers reporting no work corrected out 
of class is very small, averaging about ten per cent. In cities 
below 60, 000 more than two-thirds of the exercises a.re cor-
rected out of class and more than ha1cf of these are done 
privately by the tea.char. Schools in larger cities show a 
disposition to ~o more of the work in class, as in shown both 
in the slightly larger percentage of "no" answers and the 
sma.ller proportion of work dona out of classl about 48%. 
A little less than half of these corrections are made in 
conference with the pupil• ;lThe method of making aorrectmons 
in departmmtal schools is very mli.ch like that in use in 
cities below 50,000• 
Q~e~tion 31 . ..1~ What for one average seotion of •••• 
})~:P~ls1 is ~e average total number· of words of written 
exe:r·oises, co,rrected weekl.y in conference, and what number 
privately by teacher? What is the average total of hours 
required weekly for such conference, and for such private 
corr eating? 
Table XXXVIII 
. . :Words weekly . Hours weekly: . . . 
Grade: RJ2ls:PUJ2ils: Conf:Private: Conf:Private: 
:A 0: . . . . 
: . I :B * 3: 44 . 185616 ·2.25 . . 5: 20 :.1900 . 3180 1.5: l.43 . . . . 
II . 7: 43 . :1655 . . l~l: • . . . 10: 26.8:1029.: 3451.9: 1.5: 2.1 . 
III: 7: :6664~6 2292.4: 3 . 1.1 . 
9: 27.7:1610 • 1910 2.1: 2 . . • IV . 9: :6741 . 2660 . 1.5: lt.35 . . • . . 18: 26.2: 741.6 2455•6: 1~5: 2 . . . v 9: :3621 . 4763 . 1.3: 1•5 . . 
17: 26.3:2690.8 3250.7: 1.6: 2.11 
VI 10: :2006 . 2264' . 1.3: l.~ . . . 16: 30.2:1146.7 2463.4: 2.1: 2.34 . 
: VII: 8: :4180 . 2650 . 1.5: 2.33 • . :C 3: :1113.1 7000 I • 2~4: 3.1 . . . 24: 23. 9: ~ 90lf: 22~3.3: 1.6: 2.02 • . 
:VIII: 9: :3083 . 1202 1.2: ·2 • • 26 :12000:14300 2·.2: 4.1 
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*Replies do not distinguish between correctdon in conference 
and privately. 
' One report only. 
The replies to this question are few and inoo~plete and 
oonolusions drawn from them are of little value~ It would 
appear that theremigh t be certain correspondences amd relation-
ships between the numb~r of pupils, number of words, and the number 
. . 
of hours, but none is shown in these ~igures. A rough graph 
of each omlumn shows that no generalizations are safe except 
the obvious average of size o~ sevtions, 26.5 pupils, and of 
the time spent weekly in correction, between one and one-half 
and two hours~ 
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Question 31 £_; VVhat estimated percentage of class time 
is spent in reciting on the text-book, in the presentation 
and discussion of exercises, and in other ways (speoif~d)? 
Table .XX.XIX 
. :Text :Exer-: . . . 
Grade: R12ls:book : cisea :Miao.: . :A 8 19 50 31 • 
I :B 2 . . 14 . • 
• • 13 . 30 65 . 6 . • • . . . . . II 3 36.8: 20 . . . . 30 . 24 . 52 . 14 . . . • . • III: a . 8.4: 80 11.6: . . 46 . 43 47 10 . . . IV . 10 . 8 • 59 33 . . . . . . 
59 41 • 49 . 10 . . . . . v . 7 10 . 58 . 32 . . . . . • . . 63 46 . 38.1: 15.9: . • . VI 10 23.7: 54 . 22.3: . . . 46 40~8: 45.8: 13.4: . . 
VII: 8 . 5.6: 58.4: 41.6: . . :C 8 .. 43 . 44 . 13 . • • . . . . . 38 37.l: 52.3: 20.6: • . :VIII: 11 9 63.3: 37.7: . 14 . M.5: 45.9: 19.6: . . 
In no grade is so much as half of the class time spent 
in reciting from the text-book~ Its largest use is in grade IV 
46% for smaller cities, and 23.7% for larger cities. The 
average for all grades is 35% for.smaller cities, and for 
larger cities,excluding grades I and II which report no text 
used,the average is io.a%. 
Apparently composition is generally taught through the 
presentation and discussion of exercises, although other methods 
are used freely on the higher grades. These methods consist 
of drills; reviews, blackboard work, dictionary study, conversation 
stmries, original or reproduced, outlines, and pictu:ee and 
na. tur e a tudy. 
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Question 31 !; Are pupils held responsible in any 
speoifio or systematic way in other than English classes for 
' . . 
the use of good English?. If so, does the responsibility 
include written work, oral work, or both? If so,· upon wm. t 
special points or ends is the emphasis placed in written work, 
oral work, or both? 
.. ~J._. 
Question 31 !!!~ . It so, is the arra.nge~ent."<?r voluntary 
on the part of other than English teachers? Does the pupil~ 
use of English in other classes partly determine his standing 
in English? If so~ what is the method of determining the 
standing? 
Table XL 
: :Good ~lish in other Classes :Standing affected 
Grade:R ls: Yes : W~: *o :*Both:Re uir:*Vol.:*Yes : *No : . 29:100 24.l: 57.7: 44.8: 6•9:. 6.9 6.9 6•9 . 
I :B 8:100 . :100 . 2.5:12~5 . . 
33: 94 80;6: 90.3: 80 •6:29 :16.l . 26 .. 13 . . . II 7:100 85•7:100 . :14.6:14~6 29.2 14.6 . . 62:100 17.7: 27.4: 82.2:17•7:27.4 43.5 14.5 . 
III: 8:100 . 90 . : 90 :100 .: :25 50 . . . . . 44:100 38•7: 38•7:100 :45.4: 31.8 72•7 38•7 . . 
: ll-: 10:100 . . : 80 . :20 40 .. 20 . . . ' ' . 
24: 96 :100 :100 : :26 :39.l 73.8 30.4 v 7:100' .. :100' :14•2:42.6 57.l 57 .1 
68: 92.6: 68. 7; 65. 6: 68.7:36 :40.6 57.8 22 
VI 10: 1006/:: :100 . :30 30 . . 56 :100 :100 :35•7:39 32.l 39;9 . 
:VII . 8:100 :100 :12.5:62.5 50 37~5 . 
:C 13:100' . 61.5: 61.5:54~6:23 38~4 61~6 . . . 53: 96.4: . 55 :27.5:6098 . 62.7 45.l . . . . :VIII: 9:100 . . :100 :33.3:33.3 77 .7 22.2· . . 
14:100 :100 :100 :100 :35.'7:57 28.5 71•5 
Of the relatively large number of replies to thms question 
31 l nearly all say_ pupils are ~eld responsible in a sy~tematic 
and specific way for good English, both.oral and written, in 
other th.an English classes. 
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Certain points are emphasixed in either oral or written 
or both and are mentioned in one case or another in eehh grade. 
These are correct usage, variously styled as usage,correct 
expression, good English, or correct forms (sometimes specified 
as verbs,pronouns,:Plurals,'ate•); sentence structure; diction or 
" , 
choice of words; accuracy, directness, unity, variety, and 
clearness~ In written work the characteristic :Points noted 
are form or arrangement, spelling, capi tale, punctuation, neatness, 
penmanship, and in one report ( gre.deIV) paragraphing.(_ Peculiar· 
to oral work are references to pronunciation, enunciatio~l 
artic11J.ation, and fluency or "smooth speaking". 
The replies to question 31.~ show that with three ex-
ceptions, in grades III and V of smaller cities and gfade VII, 
departmental,· this attention to English is more often voiuntery 
than required of the ·teacher. There are generally more affirm-
ative than negative answers to the question "Is the :pupil's 
standing in English affected?" although Dhe negative replies 
are not negligible and in three cases, grade VII of smaller 
cities and grades VII and VIII departmental, they ou~umber 
th.e affirmatives. The pupil's-standing is most often de.;. 
'termined by the teacher's judgment, or by no special method. 
One report fQltm grade IV of smaller cities sajs,"one-third 
off for poor English"; one from grade·VIII of smaller cities 
sayet "English counts for one-fourth of the mark"; in grade vir, 
departmental, one report implies.that the pupil's English grade 
is affected by.his work as reported to the English teacher by 
oth~ teachers. The replies to this question are not complete• 
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Question 3~ ~; In general, are results in compos~tion 
work satisfactory? If not, in what respects? Why? What would 
~ n \1 
be a remeqy? 
Table :.&LI 
. . . . . . . . 
Grade: RJ2lS: Yes . No :Fairl~: . 
:A 13 76~9: 23.1: . I :B 10 . 80 20 . . . . . •' 
36 80 . 14.2: 5~ 71: . 
II 8 62.6: 25 . 12.-5 . . . . 51 5~.8: 36.3: 7.9 . . • 
1III: 7 . 57.l: 42.9: . .. . 
27 77.7: 22.2: . . . IV 9 . 66.6: 33.3: . . . . 
30 50 . 50 . . . 
v . 11 54.5: 46.4: . . • 
74 39.2: 39.2: 21.6 
VI . 11 72.7: 27~2: . . 72 43 . 47. 2: s.a . . . • VII: 9 . 33.3: 66.6: . 
:C 12 50 . 25 25 . . . . . 61 . 49.2: 42•6: 8.2 . • . . . :VIII: 9 66.6: 33.3: 
14 . 42.7: 21.5. 35.7 • 
The ~eplies j:p. to this question are so divided ·that it 
seems :fair to assume tha. t in general results in composi tlbon . . 
work are satisfactory in the primary grad.es, ~nd that the . 
dissatisfaction increases through the grades, though not 
' . 
unlbformly. (Note,for example,the reversed proportions in gradew 
VII and VIII of larger cities.} 
According to the replies to the second pazt of thii 
question, composition fails most often in fixing habias of 
( 
correct speech and in developing the ability for self-expression. 
Pupils.show~ lack of imagination, of information, and of 
memory. ~ey ~~.not learnt~ apply what they ha~e been taught 
and are1 careless, inaccurate, and inattentive~ They fail to 
master senterice struoture, spelling; punctuation, end 
capitals, and to acquire a vocabulary. 
. . . . 
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f.h.e reasons for these failures include the now familiar 
references to poor home surroundings, to faults in the 
aurrioulum, and to over-crowded conditions. Classes are too 
large to·permit individual supervision or drll.l; and there 
is not enough time for adequate drill~ The curi-t:oulum attempts 
too much, or the work is too formal and too· little related to· 
the interests and needs of the child. The pupil lacks pride 
in his work, and does not ~emember or ap~ly what he is taught. 
To correct these faults the ourricul'Ub:t should attempt 
fewer things, and should have a definite and progressive 
outline th~ough the grades• The mate~ial for composition 
should be taken from the child's own interests and these 
interests should be broadened b~ more outside reading. There 
should be·a systematio effort to instil in pi.pile and com-
munity a pride of expression in good English• Most often 
heard here, as elsewhere, .are reques-ts for m11re time; more 
drill, more supervision, more teachers, or fewer ~upils• 
Question group 32; Grammar or language, how taught? 
Question 32 _!;11 What percentage of exercises is taken 
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from the textbook, from, -~:irea.ding lessons, from composi tio~ work? 
Table lLII 
. . . : . . . . . 
Grade: RJ21S: Text :Read• : Com;e: 
:l io 4 86 10 
I :B 0 
34 11 53 . 36 . . . 
II 5 0 41•5: 58•5: 
42 27 &4 39 . III 8 2 24 74 . 
48 . 66 . 20 . 25 . . ' . . . 
IV . 11 16.6: 15.5: 67•9: . ,. 
33 54 . 17 . 29 ' . . . . v ~l 24~6: 1'7~8: 56.6: 
65 54~5: 16.5: 30 . . 
VI 10 . 36~7: 19•8: 43 .5: ·• . 51 77~5: 15•5: 8 . . . 
VII . 10 62;2: 8.5: 24~3: . 
:O 9 7'1~6: 5~5: 16.9: 
: . 61 65•5: .· 9.5: 26 . 
VIII: ll 61 . 15 . 24 . . 
11. 68~5: 10.5: 21 
The replies concerning the teaching of grammar or langu.~ge 
in the primar~ grades are generally so few as to be of little 
·value in drawing any conclusion other than that very little 
grammar is taught. i~thOSf; grades~ 
The averages from ea.ch grade show an im.creasing use of 
the textbook through the grades~ In smaller cities greater 
dependence is placed upon reading lessons in the lower grades 
with their use steadily diminishing as the •ext grows in 
importance~ Composition is not favored for grammar in smaller 
cities, 1 ts largest use being 39%_ in gradef II. In larg$r 
cities compostion is more gener~lly used than reading, its 
maximum use being 74% in grade III as oppased to the maximum 
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. . . . . . . : . . • • . . . 
Text . I . II :III :IV . v :VI :VII :VIII:Tot. . . . . . . . . . • • . . 
Robinson-~Rowe!f . 2 . 2 . 3 . 5 3 . 7 . 22 . . • • . • 
Scott-Southworth . :10 :15 . 'l :15 . 6 : 1 'l . 'l 5 . . . . 
Step!=J;dn English . 2 'l 5 . 3 . l l . 19 • • • . 
Smith • • . . l . . 1 . . • . . . 
Swinton's Reader 1 . . . . . . . 1 • • . • • . . 
Webster.;;.Cooley • l* • l 2 . 5 5 l . 3 . 18 • • . • . 
Wint er burn~~ • 1 • 1 . 2 . . 4 • • . . . · Woody-Car:pent er . l . l . . 
* * Used by teacher• 
q 
Question 32 g_; Is gramm~r taught as an independent subject, 
or in connection with composition, or with reading, or with 
both? 
Table XLIV 
• :Indep ·: with: with: with: • 
Grade: RJ21S: end.en t: · ComE: Read: both: . :A 11 . 18•1 . . 81•8: . . • • . I :B 2 . :100· . . . . . 7.: 28.6 . 71•5: . . 
• II . l • :100· . . . . . . 35 8.6 20 . 14~3: 57•1: . . . III: 16 26~6: 20 53.3: • 
67 14.9 . 34.3: 6 . 44.7: . . 
IV 18 . 27.'l: 27.7: 44.5: . 
.. 96 26 28.2: 8.7: 38 . . . v 19 . 6.2 . 42 • 16 . 36.8: . . . . . .. . 75 24 . 36 . 5.3: 34.6: . • • 
VI 23 30.~ . 34~7: 21.8: 13 . . • . . 85 34•1 36e4: 10.6: 19 • • 
VII: 18 . 50 27.'l: 22.3: . . :C 5 20 40 . . 40 . . . . . • . . 80 37.5 30 . 3.7: 28.7: • . . :VIII: 11 64~6 . . 45~4: • • . . 17 S5•3 47 5e9: 11•7: .• . 
·Because in a few cases the number of "both" answers con-
ta ins duplicates of answers in.preceding columns, these per-
centagea probably vary slightly from actual conditions. 
The very small number of re:plies from grades;:;I and·;.II 
indicates that very little grammar is taught in those grades. 
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In the intermediate grades most grammar teaching is in con-
nemtion with co~poaition and reading, with the preference 
for '?Omposi ti oh. In grades VII and VlII grammar is generally 
taught independently or in connection with composition• 
Question 32 ~; .Are definitions and illustrations mem-
orized from the textbook or developed from reading exercises, 
or from composition exercises, or from both, or in some other 
way (specified)? 
Table XLV 
. Memorized . Developed . . . . 
G-ra<i.e: :E;El$: Yes . no :RE~S: Read: Com;e: Both:, Other: . 
:A 6 40. . 20 3· :100 . 
I :B 0 . 0 . . . . . . 6 16.6: 83.3 13 30•7: 69. 2: . 
II 2 :100 1. . :100 . . . . 16 . 26.6: 73.3 : ·26 . 16.3: 19.2: 65•4: . . . . . 
III: 7 :100 . .. 'J :; 14.3: 14.3: 71.4! . . . . 41 . 41.4: 68.5 73 31.6: 24.6: 43•8: • . IV: 11 . :100 . 12 . 41.5: 50. . 8.5: • . . . 
45 :*46.6: 53.3 62 . 22•6: 20,9: 56.4: . . • v . 8 . :100 20 20 . 30 : 45 . 6 . • . . 
46 :*74 . 26 78 25.6: 25.6: 51.2: lib.5 . 
VI . 14 : :100 14 28~5: 42. 9: 28.5: .. . 42 :*64.3: 35.6 58 31 . 20.8: 34.4: 8.6 . • . VII: 10 . 20 . 80 . 9 . 22.2: 44.4: 33.3: • • • . . 
:O 12 . 66~6: 33.3 12 41.6: 41~6: 16.7: • . . 53 . 64.1: 35.8 . 42 19 . 9.5: 57 14.4 . • • . . 
:VIII: 11 :100* . 10 20 . 30 50 . . . . . . . 8 . 75 25 11 72.7: 9 18.1: • • 
* Some "yes" answers say "partly". 
In smaller vi ties in the primary and early intermadiate 
grades no greet wmphasis is pihaced on memorizing definitions, 
but in the later grades the practice seems generally in use. 
Of those schools which prefer to develop definitions ihrough 
reading and oomposition,the majority say "both11 .and the 
remainfer are about· equally divided between the two with read-
ing ali'ghtly the more popular. Among the few oj;her methods 
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specified, the use of original sentences is the most popular~ 
In some oases examples and exercises are provided by the 
teacher. 
· In larger cities, with three exoeptio~s, the replies are 
unanimous against memorizing defi~itions~ There is no uniform-
' ity however in their manner of developing them. 
Question 32 .!,; Is the sentence taught before or after 
parts of speech? 
Question 32 f; Is the sentence first taught thrmugh 
memorizing a definition,or through actual use in speech and 
writing, or in some other way (specified)? 
Table XLVI 
: Sentence & : Developed through 
Grede: Rpls :perts of spa ech: defini-: : 
. . • :Before:After:Rpls:tion : Use :Other: ;A lO 100 3 : 66~6: 33.3: 
: :L :B 2 :· 100 3 : 100 : . • 12 100 7 :100 II : 5 : 80 30 l :100 
: 17 :c,. 100 : 16 : : 100 
III: · 8 :·100 : 8 :100 
58 100 : 31 6•6: 93~5: ' 
IV 10 : 100 : 11 :100 : 
*67 100 : : 64 3e7: 86e3: v ll : 81.8: 18.1: 10 :100 
.: 67 .. 96.6: 4.6: 70 : 90 : 10 
.. . . 
. . 
: 
VI 10 : 100 : 11 :100 : · 
: 66 90.9: 9.1: 46 2.1: 91.3: 6.6; 
VII: 8 100 ~ : 
:C 13 100 : 13 . :100 : : 
: : 69 : 90 : 10 60 6 : 88.3: 6.6: 
:VIII: 7 100 : 7 :100 : : 
17 100 l :100. : 
* Three answers s~y parts of speech are not taught in this 
grade• 
In schools of vvery type it seems to be the almost-universal 
practice to teach the sentence before the parts of speech. 
Equally general is the practice of teaching the sentence 
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through actual pee. In two 'instances the "idea" of the sent-
ence is taught; in 1 another it is taught by developin·g the 
attributes of objects and giving expression to these ideas in 
words~ Sentences are sometimes selected from o;her books, a.a 
the reading lesson• The inductive method is mentioned three 
times, and one school in grade IV of smaller cities presents it 
"synthetically and analytically". 
Quest~on 32 ,g; Are the parts of speech first taught through 
definition, or through practical use :i>n speech and writing, or 
in some other way (specifiea)? 
Table .IL VII 
. . . . . • . • • . Grade: R;els :Defin: Use :Other: . :A 10 :100 . . • . I :B 0 . . . 
3 :100 
II 0 . . 
• ll :100 . . III: 6 . :100 : . . . . . 34 6.9: 86.3: 7. 7: • IV . 7 :100 . . • . . . . 54 3. 6: 92.8: 3.6: . . . v 10 . :100 . . . . . . ... 64 12.6: 79.7: 7.7: • • VI ·9 :100 . 61 13•1: 71 9.8: • 
VII: 8 :100 . . 
:O 10 20· .. 80 . . . . . 62 3.3: 96.7: . . 
:VIII: 10 . 10 . . 90 . . . 
· 12 :100 . . 
The almost universal practice is to teach the parts of speech 
through practical use. In a few ~P~¢f instances other methods 
are noted, as through their relation to other words, through 
examination of good sente~ces and models, explanation b1 the 
teacher, blackboard dr~ll, and carefUl obsertation• 
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Question 32 ,8; Is any specific and sys tematio efforji~ 
made to secure the practical application of the principles of 
grammar in the pupil's speech and writing at all times? If 
ao,·what means are employed to that.end with regard to the 
pupil's language in English classes, lbn other classes, and out 
of:fschool? 
Table XLVIII 
; . . . . 
Grade: R;ElS: Yes No . :A 12 :100 • . I :B 2 :100 . . 6 :100 . 
:
1
II 2 . 50 . 60 . . . 14 . 85.7: 14.3 . . 
III 7 . '/l ~ 4: 28~6 . . • . 43 . 84.1: 15~9 . .. . . 
IV 9 :100 
63 . 95~2: 4.8 . . v 10 :100 . . . 
35 . 91.4: 8.6 . . VI . 7 :100 . . 
• . 59 . 86.4: 13.6 • . . 
VII: 8 ·:100 . :C 13 :100 . • . . . 59 : . 91. 5: 8.5 . • :VIII: 10 :100 . 14 :100 . 
There are very few replies from the lower grades. In the 
advanced .grades it is apparent that teachers generally attempt 
to secure a practical application of the.principles of grammar 
in English and other classes and out of school. 
In English classes the principles of grammar are applied 
first of all by the teacher's ex~mple, then by the correction of 
errors at all times. Sometimes errors are corrected withQ..;u.t 
explanation; usually however they are analyzed and explained and 
the correct form made material for drill. The ideal is to make 
the use of correct English habitual. The sentence forms a 
uaeful medium for emp~sizing correc~ grammatical forms~ 
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In other classes.the same method of systematic correction 
is used, although infrequently with explanations~ The teacher's 
example is important and }>Upils are.encouraged in self..;.ori:bioism. 
One device is the pupil's record of errors heard in all classes~ 
Correct usage and complete statements in all recitations are 
generally insisted upon• 
Out of school, games are used to fix the principles of 
grammar. An attempt is !JlS.de to instil a pride in correct 
speech and to make correct ~sage habitual. Pupils are encour-
aged to keep a record of errors heard and present them later 
as material for class-room discussion and drill~ Some schools 
make an effort to enlist home aid throu~h good outside reading 
or family pride. 
Some replies men ti on "articulation", "pronunnia.tion", 
"enunciation", "good tones in conversationn, "clearness", or 
"accuracy"; all oar which seem to b:~~o~g to composition rather 
than to grammar. 
Question 32 i: In ge!l.9ral are the results of grammar 
teaching satisfactory? If not, in what respects? Why? What 
would be a remedy? 
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, Table XIiIX 
. . . . . . . . 
Grade: REls: Yes . 'No :Fair~ . 
:A Not ta.ugh t 
I :B 0 
0 . . . . . II . 2 50 50 . ·• . 6 60 . 40 : . . 
III: .7 71.4: 28~5: . . .. . 35 48.6: 40 . 11~6 . . . . 
IV ': 9 . 66.6: 33. 3: . . . 63 54.5: 32 . 13. 5-: . . . v 9 55.5: 44.4: 
62 46.7: 43.~5: 9.7 
VI 11 f4. 6: 46.4: . 00 46 . 34 . 20 • . . VII: 9 66. 6: 33. 3: 
:C 12 33.3: 00 : 16~6 . . 68 39.6: 44.8: 15.5 . . 
:VIII: 10 50 .. 50 . 
15 26.6: 53.3: 20 
No general agreement exists concerning the results in the 
teaching of grammar. About one-half bin most grades sligh:t~y· 
less) of the schools in s:rmller cities find the results satis• 
factory. The proportion of "no" answers is usually a little 
less than that of the "yea" answers, but the negative vote is 
increased by a fairly large percentage of schools which say 
they are ·. only partly aa ti sfi ~d with the results of grammar 
teachimg• Larger cities show a greater propp1't1on of satis- · 
faction than do smaller ci ti. es. Departmental schools ex.pr ass 
the greatest dis satisfaotio~~ 
Pupils continue to make gra.mma;iaa.l errors, end to •se 
faulty sentence struo"tll.re; they do not understand the principles 
of grammar an~ ':1re unable tp make practicE;l ap:plioation O'f 
what they learn. They do not see the connection between gram-
mar and everyday speech• The use of slang and the language of 
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the at:eeet :par sis ts in spite of grammar. 
Significant reasons given for the failµ.re in grammar 
teaching are such statements as these; ''remote from the child's 
inter es ts", (grade IV) , "too much technical grammar r:equired" 
(grade ·vI), nwork too diffioultn (grade VII), "too formal", 
"too much abstract ma.terial", "too much technical work" ( gralfe 
VIII). Related to these replies are statements in each grade 
that the pu:-pil.is too young, cannot grasp the subject, or see 
the need of it. Outside influences and hone environment 
operate against success i• teaching grammar as do lack of time 
and lack of drill. 
Most frequent among the remedies proposed are references 
to the method of teaching, such as these: "make it as attractive 
as possible", "use popular lectures", "eliminate the text and 
let teacher choose a plan that fLte the needs of the class". 
There is a wide-spread desire for more simple and practical 
grammar. "Simplify the course; eliminate much.". says one reply 
in grade VII; nEliminate all except that which suits the need 
of the child," say three in grade VIII. One report from grade 
VIII of larger cities would :'postpone technical grammar till high 
school. There should be baiter correlation in grammar teaching 
through the several grades. and between grammar ab.d other 
subjects, according to replies from grades VII and VIII. Better 
texts and better teachers of granmar would help. Occasional 
replies would try to better home environment.and some (though 
fewer here than in preceding similar cases) ask for better 
working conditions sa.ch as fewer pupils or more time. 
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Question group 33. How is spe1ling taught? 
Question 33!!; What estimated percentage of exercises is 
taken from. a textbook, from composition exercises, from reading 
exercises, .. from other than English subjects? 
Ta.b1e L 
. . . . . 
Grade: Rpls: TeXt.: 
:A 40: 9 : 
I . :B 16~5: 
II 
: l9e2: 
9: 19.6: . . 
:III 
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l : 10 
39•5: l : 
24.5: 4~3: 
'St :· 10~5: 




14 6 : 
15 : 23~4: 
ll• 5: 6 : 
15 : 23.5: 
10.2: 13.6: 
12 15•6: 
10 18 : 
7 : 21. 5: 
10.4: 12;3: 
13.3: 16~7: 
In grade IV, and after, in both large and small cities 
the textbook is the chief source of spelling exercises (more 
than sixty per cent in small cities and more than half in large 
cities)~ Reading is more po:pular in primary grades, but in 
later grades shares about equally with composition as a souroe 
of spelling material. A fairly large proportion ofother material 
is indicated but what it is is not specifiei. In the few instancesi 
which specify, history, geography, and nature study are named in 
grades III, IV, V, and VI. "Special listan~re mentioned, and one . ":.:· 
school uses in grades VI and VII, words from Latin and the Bihle. 
.;; 
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Question 33 b• _, If a text book is used what is it? 
Table LI 
1 . . 
Text I II III: IV v VI VII:VIII: Tot. . .. . . . . . . . 
Acton . . 3 . 3 .. . 
Aiton .. 3 3 3 ·1 1 a. . 
Al dine 1 l . . . 2 . . . 
Alexander J: 15 5 12 16 17 12 . 19 97 . 
American Word Book l . 1 . l . l 1 5 . . . 
Bailey l 1 
Bailey~N~nley . . l . 3 . 4 3 . 3 14 . . . . 
Baldwin . . l l . • Butcher . ·l l . 2 . l 5 .. .. . 
Champion 1 . 10 ll ·15 11 . : 15 ll . 77 . . 
Chancellor l . l ·: 1 .. . . . 3 . . . . 
·Child~s . . l l . . 
Common Sense . l • l . . 2 . . . . 'Day by Day . l l . 
Descriptive . . . 1 l . .. . 
Ellis . l l . 
Emerson-Bemder . . l l . . 
Gilbert . . . ~ . l . . . . Gove . . . . 2 . . . 2 . . . . . . . 
Graded l l 
Graded City Speller . 1 . 1 . . 
Graves . l l ·1 3 . 
Harrington . . 1 l . .• 
Hazen'a grade spelle:i: . l . l . . Hicks . 2 . 2 . 2 9 2 17 . . .. Hunt . l 5 3 . 9 . . 
Hunt' i Word Book . . . . 7 . . . . 7 . . . . . . . . Hoenschel,t'. . l .l . 
Jones and Childs . l l 2 1 5 .. 
Kimball .. l . l . . :Merrill . .  a l 2 l 2 14 .. . 
Mayne's Sight Spelle:t: . l 1 1 . l 4 . . Modern Business . . . l l 2 . . Natural Speller l 2 .. 2 5 . 
New Century l l. . 2 . 2 . l . ~ 7 . . • . New Era . l . . •· l . . . .New World . ' . l l : l 3 . . 
North Dakota . l l . . 2 . . ... Osborne-King ! . . . : l l . • . Patterson l . l . Payne . . . l . . l . . . . .  Pierce . . . 6 5 . . . Penl'liman . . . . l : l . . . . Pe:brce . l 1 . Primary Word Lessons·: 1 . . . l .. . . 
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. . . . . . 
!ext I II i' III:· IV v VI VII:VIII: . . . . • Progress! ve .. : . 2· 6 a . . 
Quincey Word List . l l l l l . . . 
Rath'Qurn . l l l . 
Rational l l 2 3 2 . • Re·ed 6 . 3 3 . 3· 5 . 2': . . . . . 
Reed-Kellogg . . . : . l . . . . • Rice . . . l .. 2 . • . Richards . l l l . 
Robins-Row . : 8 . 
Scott-Southworth .. l . 
Spalding-Miller . l l . 
Speller No.2 . l . . . 
Swift . . l .. • • . Webster-Cooley .. l . . . 
World Spellect· l l . . . . 
Wood:;y-Carpenter . l . 
Question 33 ~; How meny new words are taught in a single 
spelling lesson (average nw;iqer)? What average number of new 
words is taught in a week? Are words taught which are not in 
practical use by pupils in their own vocabulary? If so, 
Table LII 
New Words ::Not practical : 
Grade:Rpls:Lesson: Week: :Rpls: Yes : No : 
.. . . 
:A 45: 2.5: 17 : 61 • 31.4: 68.5: 
I : B : 3 : 9 : . : all : 
70: ·6.6: 24 71 : 36.6:*63.3: 
II ll: 4 : 20 : 11 : 100 : 
: . 51: 6. 5: 30. 7: 32 21. 8: 7 8. l: 
: III: 11: 4 : 18 : 9 : 66~6: 33•3: 
: 86: 7.5: 33.8: 71 63.3:*46.7:· 
IV : : 6.5: 28~7: 10 : 40 : 60 : 
68: 9.6: 36.4: 63 49.2:*60.8: v : : a : 35 : a : 62.5: 37~5: 
so: e.~: 36.s: 56 62.5:*37•5: 
: VI : 11: 8 : 32 : 10 50 : 50 : 
: 36: 6. 7 6:40.14: 32 68.• 7: *31.3: 
VII: 10: 9 : 34 : 10 : 60 : 40 : 
:: :C : 9.4 : 33.l: 12 58~3:*42.7: 
: : 63: 11.22:44.25: 61 70.6:*29.4: 
: VIII: : 11 : 31 12 : 50 · : 50 : 



















* The'. negative answers a.re in some cases qualified as "few" 
"seldom",or "sometimes". 
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The replies to this question are nµmerous and averages 
made from them should be authentic• /The table explains itself. 
A.~ter grade II in larger cities and grade III in smaller 
citiesJa distinctly large proportion of teachers repDrt words . ' ,,,,. . 
taught which are not in practical use in the pupil's own 
vocabulary• This proportion would be increased if certain 
qualified answers were not counted as hegative, Two reasons 
are given for this practice: the fmrst, that pupils may learn , 
to use new words (increase their working vocabulary) and gain 
in power of expression; the other, that the words are found in 
the readess, spelling text, or course of study. 
Question 33 d; Is simplified spelling taught, or sanctioned? 
If so, including how many words, e.hosen according to what pr in-
cipl'e, or designated by what b··ody or au th or.lil ty? 
Table LIII 
. Taught :Sanctioned :Num•of * • Grade :R~ls: Yes No :REls. Yes . No :REls:words: . 
:A 50: .4 . 96 22 . 19·.l: 81.9: . . • • . • I :B 11: :100 8 . 12.5: 87.5: l :300 . . -!.. 58: :100 . 41 . 17 83 . . . . . . 
II 9: . :100 . 5 :100 . . 1 :300 . . . . . . . 67 .: 4. 5: 95.5: 39· . 15.3: 84.7: 3 10 . . 
III: 9: :100 • 7 . 50 50 • . . . . 75,: 2• 7: 97.3: 41 17 . 83 ·5 210·: . • IV: . 8: :100· . l . :100 . . . . . . . 69: 5.8: 94.2: 31 . 22-~l•: 77. 6 :'. · 1 few . . . v . :100 . 7 . 14.3: 85.7: l 12· . • . . 
61: 1.7: 98.3: 40 . 25 75 2 all . VI 10: :100 . 6 • 50 . 50 . 2 ·30 • . • . . .. 62: 9.1: 91.9: 44 22.7: 77.3: 3 200 . VII: 8: :100 8 . 12.5: 87. 5: l .12 . 
:C . . • 2 :100 . . l few . . . . 
77•5; . . 63: 3.2: 96.8: 40 22. 5 :· 7 . 150 . . • . . :VIII: 11: :100 . 8 . 25 75 l :6-12 . . • • . 16: 6. 7·: 93.3: 12 . 50 .. 50 4 '15 . . . . .. • 
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It is evident that very few schools teach simplified spell- · 
ing and that less than twenty per cent sanction it. So few 
sfillools answer the last part of the question and there is such 
a wide variance in the number of words taught or sanctioned that 
no fair average can be determined~ Many replies say, 11few", 
"very few", "all", "according to taste", etc~ Only one reply,from 
grade II, answers the question concerning principle~ It says, 
"common usage". The authority mentioned by the very few replies 
is either the course of study or some official or official body, 
as school board, superintendent, committee, or state board. 
Question· 33 ,!!.; Of the "300-wordQlist" of the Simplified 
Spelling Board, how many te~chers of this grade approve and how 
many disapprove? How many of them approve a later l•st of the 
board? 
T$le LIV 
300-word-list Later list 
Gracte:Approve:g.isapprove:3.P:Prove. 
: :*l-4teachers: i~12 teachers: l-3teachers: 
I l-3 " : 1- ·all " 
: : : 1- 3 " 
: _____ :-=--=-~-8~-·n~e~i~th--=-e~r~'-=-=:-------__,;·:~,__----------
~ : l-3teachers: 3- all : 4 : 
. . . . .. 
II . . 
III: 
: 1- 15 teachers 2-no teachers 
1-3 words : 8 1 
l-50%teachers 3 : 





IV : 1-1 word . . 
1-9 words : 
4-1 word 
' : 1-7 " . • 
1-1 teacher: 1-5 teachers : 
1 : 4 
1-2 1f 
1 
: v -16 teachers 1 
2-3 teachers 
: 1 
. • 1-2 w~rds : 6-all : 1-4 " :3- : 
. . 
. . : 2-all " several say"not familiar" : 
~:_..V_I__...:--:1--"p_a_r~t~l~yic--n_;...:~3~-~a~l~l=-------...!-~l~----------: 
: 4 4 . . 
:VII : 1 1 
•' . • • 





. • . • 
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* Numbers at the left in each column represent the 
number· of reports. No answers to this question are given by 
any departmental schools. 
The table sets forth the answers as clearly as pmssible~ 
It rev.eals only that the replies are very meagre and confused; 
and. the only safe conclusion to draw is that teachers are 
either uninformed or indifferent concerning the project of 
simplified spelling. 
Question 33 !; Wha.t percentage of spelling reci tationa 
are written, and what percentage oral? Ia any special method 
employed other than dictation? If so, what is it? 
Table LV 
Grade: R:els: Written: Oral . . . :A . 46 55 . . . I :B 11 . 55 45 . . . . 60 59 41 . . . . . II . 10 . 66 53 . . . . . . • 7';; 00 .3: 41.7 . . . • III: 67 33 
81 . 70 30 . • . IV 8 . '60 . 40 . ' . . 79 . 68 . 32 . . • . • v . 66~2: 34: ~8 . . . . 78 74•7: 26.3 . . YI 11 . 61.6 38.4 . • . • . . 66 . . 72 28 . . • . VII: 63 311: • 
:0 . 84 . 16 . . . . 66 . 79.3: 20.7 . . . 
:VIII: 12 74 26 . • . 91 8 . . • 
In ohly one instance (grade !,smaller cities) does the 
,,. 
percentage of oral recitations exceed that of written. In the 
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other grades the proportion of written exercises in9reases 
slightly from more than half in grade ~I to nearly four-fifths 
in grade VIII. The increase in larger and smaller cities is 
nearly parallel. Depa.rtmen tal schools show an even greater 
~ ' . 
. proportion of" ,. ·., work. 
In grades III, IV, VI, V:IIi and VIII,smaller cities and 
. . 
in grades IV, V, and VI,larger cities, and grade VIII,depart-
mental are replies averaging about 33.3% which say no method 
other than dictation is us ed. ill other schools report a 
great variety of methods~ The sentence is a popular 'medium; 
sometimes original sentences are made; sometimes spelling words 
are used to fill in blanks• In grade VIII one reply says words 
are written from memory in, cpm:posi ti on .form• "Sight" spelling 
is reported frequently,particularly in the lower grades~ Another 
favored device is writing whole lists from memory rather than 
from dictation• Games, contests, ·spelling bees are often used, 
and the concert recitation is popular~ 
Word-building, analysis, and spelling by .syllables are 
used and one school emphasizes drill in difficult combinations 
within a word. 
Spelling rules are taught and an effort made to secure 
their application. The use o:f the dictionary heips fix the 
meanings and spelling of wprds. Phonics is taught in connection 
with spelling, and correct pronunciation is stressed as an 
aid to correct spelling~ 
One device suggested from grade I is to "outline the words 
with grains of corn". 
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Question 33 g; In general are results satisfactory? 
If not, in what respects? · Vfrl:y? 'What would be a ,remedy? 
Table LVI 
. . . .. . . . . . 
Grade: RJ21S: Yes Mo ::Partl:v: . :A 37 . 83.8: 10.8: 5.4: . . . I :B 10 . 60 30 10 . . . 68 :100 . 
:II 12 75 25 . 64 76 12.5: 12.5: . . 
III: 8 75 . 25 . 
66 80.3: 19 . •6: . 
IV 11 72.7: 27 ~ 2: . . 
79 . 79.8: 9 .7: 11.4: . . 
v J:l . ·7 2. 7: 27 .3: . 
51 80.4: 19.6: 
VI 10 70 30 . . . 60 65 35 . 
VII: 10 80 . 20 . . . 
:C 13 . 76.9: 23.l: . . . 63 69.8: 19 •' 11.2: • . .:VIII: 11. 90.9: . 9.1: . . 
16 65. 2: 25.l: 18.7: 
Before the seventh grade more than three fourths, nearly 
four-fifths, of the replies express satisfaction with resul ta 
in spelling. In grades VII and VIII of smaller cities, the 
proportion falls to two-thirds, and in grade VIII departmental 
to a little more than one..,;hal :f. Spelling seems to be re. ther 
more satisfactory in results, and can be made to appear sttl 
more so if we .give an affirmative inter~retation to the answers 
which say it is "plrtly" satisfactory. Of course this can be 
made to count·an the negative side if we choose. 
Results are unsatisfactory chiefly in that pupils fail to 
remember and to use the words taught. This complaint appears 
in some form in each grade. They do.not ·master the meaning and 
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pronunciation of words. Such words as "sure" and "which"· 
cause trouble, and some reports say there are poor spellers in 
all classes~ One report fram grade II aajs that pupils do 
not take time to think. 
As tm the cause of dissatisfaction with results in spelling 
the pupil receives a large portion of the bibs.me~ In each grade 
except the first he is accused of carelessness; and other 
contributing causes are his lack of power to visualize,·his 
poor memory, and his tendency.to study onlu for the recitation 
or to work for marks. 
There is consider able criticism of the methods of teaching, 
as "words are not used in composition","too little phonics", 
"hold too closely to word list", "la.ck of association with other 
work". Many reply that too many words are taught at a time, 
and ·that too many words are impractical and are not a part mf 
the child's vocabulary. 
In each grade there is reference to lack of time and lack 
of drill. 
Most suggestions for a remedy have to do with the curric-
ulum or the method of teaching. Tes.ch fewer and more practical 
words and use the words taugb.t,in sentences. Frequent reviews 
are advised, and much drill on practical words. Thw wider use 
of the dictionary would help. Some teachers would like greater 
freedom in selecting their spelling lists and less dependence 
on the text. Spelling in o;her subjects should be watched and 
one report thimks that the pupil's grade should be partly de-
. termined by it• More drill on phonics and a return to syllabic 
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spelling. are specific remedies proposed, and home study is 
menti oned in grade III. One reply in grade II is that pupil 
should be taught to give mor~ time to forming letters, and in 
the same grade one report offers simplified spelling as a 
remedy. 
The desirability of more time and smaller class-es is also 
frequently stated. 
A Gomparison of esults in the everal English 
ranches. 
Graph II 
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from the figures from cities 
The graphs present a comparison of results in the teach-
ing of the several branches and of "all English" (figures taken 
from SheetII). It indicates that spelling and reading are moat 
satisfactory and about equally so. In every grade they make a 
better showin8 than !all English". Composition varies but in 
both large and small cities it conforms apprtximately to the 
proportions of satisfactory .. ..resul ts for "all English". Grammar 
in small cities, remains always below"all Englishn and below 
all other subjects, except composition in grades V, 
lll 
VI, and VII, In large cities although the proportions are 
higher grammar yet remains the least satisfactory subject, 
a.nd composition is apparently the next in order~ 
. ' 
The reasons given :for unsatisfactory results,as noted 
elsewhere, are similar for each ·subject, the differences being 
chiefly in emphasis. For reading, natural or acquired defects 
of the pupil and over-crowded conditions in the class-room 
are the causes of difficulty most frequently stated~ For comp-
osition, oner-crowded conditions and unfavorable home environ-
ment most often pperate against successful teaching; and for 
grammar and spelling the greatest dissatisfaction is felt with 
the ~urriculum, which is over-loaded and impractical. 
Q11estion 34 ,!; Is material consciously suggested in re.a.ding, 
composition, and spelling with reference to the present needs of 
pupils; or is it restricted to the requirements o:f text or cur-
riculun, of pribncipal or superintendent, and i:f so. which? 
Table LVIJ:l 
:Needs of plil.pils . Restricted: How Prin.: q . 
Gre.de: R;ElS: Yes . NO . REls:Yes . No :R32ls: Text: Curr:su:et :Boih . . . 
:A 27 . 92.6: 7 .4: 8 . 50 . . 50 . • . . . . I :B 10 :100 • . 2 • 50 60 . . . . • . . . . . 10 . 60 . 60 . . . . . . 
II . 10 :100 .. . . 2 :100 • • . . • . . 70 . 94.3: 5.7: 28 . 32.9 67.1:·20 46 . 40 16 . . • . • . III: 10 :100·' : .. 2 . :100 2 :100 . . . . 34 • 83.4: 17.6: 45· :100 . . 6 60 . 40 . . • . . . '' . • . IV 10 :100 . . . . 1 . . :100 . . . . . • 50 . 86 . 10* . 30 . 33.3 66~6: 14 36 . 21~4: 14.3: 28~ . . . . . v ll& . 90~9: 9.l: 6 33.3 66~·6: .. . . . . 
61 . 88.5: 11.6: 20' 60 . 40 14 . 28 .6: 36 . 16.3: 21 . • .. • VI 9 :100 . . . l :100 . . . • . . 46 . 40 ·* 8. '1: 25 44 56 • 14 42.8: 36 21.4: . . . • :VII . 10 . 80 20 6 40 60 . .. .. • • . • . • • .. :C 10 :100 . . l :100 . • • .. .. . . 52 . 86.6: 13.6: 8 26 . 75 17 29.3: 10.6: . • . • • • iVIII: 10 . 90 . 10 8 . 76 .. 25 .. . . • .. • • • • "":: . 
16 . 61.2: 18.8: 7 . 7ih. 3 28~7: 6 60 . 60 . . . 
* Add to grade V "partly" 4%1 to grade VII "partly" 62.2%. 
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Because the answers to this question from each grade are 
incomplete, 1 t. is necessary to record the number of repli·es 
to each part of the question, and to use a different basis for 
percentages in eac~ part. There is no such correspondence as 
might reasonably be expected between negative answers to part 
one and affirms.ti ve answers to part two~ Neither does the total 
of replies to thethird part equal the number of affirmative ? 
replies in part two. 
The only dependable conclusions which, can be drawn from the 
answers is that material is generally selected with reference 
to the needs of th pupils. A fairly large proportion of the re 
plies to the second part are negative, a fact which reinforces 
that cohclusion. 
According to the meagre.reports made, restrictions are 
about evenly divided between text and currxculum, amd principal 
and superintendent. 
Qyestion 34 b; When a textbook is used, is it an invariable 
practice to teach all the textb.ook contains, in the textbook order? 
May the text be supplemented by the teacher on occasions? If so, 
under what conditions·, and :t).ow? 
Table LVIII 
All of text . Order of text supplemented • Grade: R·ls: Yes . No :R ls: Yes . NO Yes . No : • . . . :A 20 20 . 80 . 18 . 1:0. l: 88~ . 89. 5: 10~6: • • . . . I :B .,, 14.3: 85~7: 7 14.3: 85.7: . . . M 26.5: 73•fi: 32 . 31.3: 68.7: 30 :100 . . . . • • 
II: 5 :100 . 6 40 . 60 . 5 :100 . .. . . • . ·• 
21 76.2: 23.8: 67 31.5: 68.5: 31 : 93•5: 6.5: 
III: 5 . :100 4 :100 5 :100 . . . . 
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Table LVIIJcon. 
All of text . Order o:f text . Text supplemented . . 
Grade: R12ls:Yes' . No :Rpls: Yes . lfo ·:R;ElS: Yes.:· Ho . . . . 
29 20.7: 79.3: 25 20 . 80 29 : 93.l: 6.9: . 
IV 11 :100· . 9 :100· • 11 :100 .. . • . 
75 14.7: 85.3! 66 . 16.6: 83.3: 58 :100 . . . 
v 10 :100 10 . 10 . 90 10 :100 . . • • 
69 16 • 84 . 62 25 ~8: 74~ 2: 65 :100 . • . . VI 11 27. 2: 7 2. 7:. 11 18.1: 81.8: 11 :100 . 43 18.6: 81.4: 41 17 . 83 41 :100 . . . • VII: 10 . 10 90 . . 10 :100 • . . . :C 8 . 12. 5: S7~5: 5 40 . 60 . 6 :100 . . • . . . . . . . 52 19.2: so.a: 45 • ll.l~ 88.8: 58 . 89.5: 10.5: . . . • . 
:VIII: 10 10 . 90 . . . . • . . • . 
14 :100 . 10 :100 13 :100 . . . . • 
Except from the primary grades in larger cities,the 
replies to this question are generally complete~ The table 
shows that less than twenty per cent of the teachers teach 
all.the text, and in only a few cases (grades II and III of 
smaller cities and grade VI of larger cities) do'more than 
twenty per cent follow the order of the text• Practically 
all teachers may use supplementary material on eccasions. · 
Such sitpplementary material maj be used. according to the 
teacher's judgment to fmt the needs of the pupil and to 
create interest• 
This material is presented by means ofcharts (in grades I 
and IV), cards (in I and II), blackb~ard (in grades I,II,III, 
VI, and VII), and by dictation (in grades III and VII'). Outside 
reading (in .II, V, and VIII) and the use of the dictionary (in VI 
and VII) are popular methods. Material .is often taken from 
other subjevts (II,III,IV,VII,an.dVIII),· and sometimes teachers 
may substitute 0 better material" (IV;and VI). Word·study·is 
carried on through special lists (II,V,VIIand VIII),or by 
substituting or adding other words (VII). 
Observance of holidays (IItIII) affords an opportunity for 
supplementary work; and in grade VIII current events are 
used as supplem.entary material. Drills and ·reviews supp-
lement the work of all grades. 
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Question 35; How much preparation time, averaged im 
minutes per lesson, do English teachers find it necessary to 
give to advance lessons in each subject? 
Table LIX;first half 
Grade: Reading:Langu.age:Spel1ing:Composition:Grammar:English: 
. . : 17- 20 : 13-~9•3: -13.l 8 - 16~6 : 
:II . . . . 
: III: 
8- 17 : 8-20 : 8- 8 : 8 - 17 
23-11.9: 23-11.6: 23- 9.4 . • 
ll-16 ll- 18 : 11-10 : 11 - 17 11-10 
.. . 
• . 
20-14 20-17 20- 8.5 20 - 8.5 : 20-10 : . • IV : -13· · : -16 -12 : 23 . . . • : 29-17 •4: 29-18.l: 33-:t.i.4: . 20 - 20 
-17 : -10 : ~ 8. : ! ·23 . : 





C: . . . . 
:VIII: . . 
3±21.2: 8-20•6: 29-13.9: 27 25 
-19 . : -15 - 7 : 33 
: 6-12 . : 30- 8.3: 19 - 13•3 
-1 7 ~ 6: -32. 5: - 24 ~ 6 
8-31~1: 2-70' : 7-18 : 6 - 62 
• . 
-12.: 
25-20.4 . . . . 
22-21.7 3-43•3: 
~22•3 
41-22~6: 7-22•8: 37-11.7: 36 24.8 44-26 
7-20 1-20 11-11 11 - 27 9-19 
14-23 10-11 9~ 25 ; 11-32 
. . 
Eeft-hand figures in eaoh_c&lumn represent the·number.of replies. 
Right-hand figures in each column represent the average nmnber 
of minutes• 
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Table LIX second half 
Oral . . . . : : :English: 
Grade:Language:Penmanship: Phonics:Drawing:Numbera:Toaal : 
A: 6- 10 
I B: 4 . . 3- 5 • . 
II . . 9.;. 5 . . . : ;::.23! 2.6 . 
III: 11- 6' . 20- 4.8 . . IV - io· . 14-10.6 
v 5 . 8- 12.2 .. 
VI . 3 . . 3- 6.6 • 
VII: 5 
C: . 1- 45 . . . 10- 13 . . 
:VIII: . . 
3-22 4- 8 
. . 
.. • . • . . 
. . 
. . .. 
1-10 : 1-10 3-11 :lhr.16min •.. 
8- 5 . . 
. •· 
. • 






:l " 5 " • 
: l if 14 " 
: l " 12 .. n 
: ·'• 36 " 
:.1· " 17 
:1 " 4 tf 
: l. " 13 " 
:1 if 7 ti 
:l " 5 " 
:1 " 45 " 
:l " 17 n 
: 56 " 
:l " 41 " 
:4 
: 1 tl 58 ii 
:1 " 37 " 
:2 
Left~hand figures in each column represent t~e number of replies. 
Right-hand figures in each column represent the average number 
of minutes• 
In preparation time there is little fifference among the 
several English branches, except that penmanship (excluding 
one report of forty-five minutes in grade VII departmental) 
averages for all grades 6.9 minutes and spelling averages 
for all grades 10.4 minutes. Other subjects average for all 
grades as follows: reading, 18.8 minutes; lang1il.age, 20 minutes; 
. . 
grammar,21.5.minutes; and composition, 21•6 minutes. 
There is no uniform variation from grade to grade in any 
subject, nor any noteworthy· difference among tY.Pes of schools, 
except that in grade VII,departmenta~Jthe average for all sub-
jects is noticeably higher• 
The sum of the several averages foE each grade affor.ds an 
indication of the teacher's total preparation time for all 
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English branches. In only two instances is it less than one 
hour (grades III and VII of smaller cities)• In departmental 
schools where the vvorlc is probably shared by two or more 
teachers the total is the highest; four hours for grade VII 
and two hours for grade VIII. However the eighth grade in 
smaller cities shows nearly as large a total, one hour and 
fifty-eight minutes. 
Question 36 ~~ In composition teaching is it required 
that one of the following ideals be kept in view, and if so, 
which? Correct expression, or self ex:pression, or some com-
bination of the two (specified) as self-expression through 
·correct expression? 
Table LX 
Grade: REls:Correet: Self Both 
:A 20 40 10 60 
I :B 18 39 16.6 44.4 .. 39 5 . 13 . 82 . . . . 
II 8 . :100 . . 43 :100 . 
:III .. . all . . 
37 8 . 92 . 
IV 9 18.l . 81.8 . . . 
60 3.3 3.3 . 93.3 . . v 8 :100 . 
74 12.2 16.2 . 71.6 . . VI 15 20 . .. 6. 6 . 73.3 . . . . 49 18.4 26.5 . 55.l . . 
VII: 6 :100 . . 
:C 4 : :100 . . 79 20. 2 . 19 60. 7 . . . 
:VIII: 12 . 16.6 . 8.4 76 . . 
21 23.8 9.5 66.6 
It is clear that most teachers prefer self expression through 
correct expression. A few (except in grade I, neuer more than 
one-fourth), emphasize correct expression; and a correspondingly 
small proportion place self expression first. In a few grades 
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the vote is unanimous for the combination~ 
Question 36 b; Wo~d another ideal or statement be prefer-
able to any of the preceding? If so, what? 
(Table omitted~ 
There are very few replies to this question, abuut 
two or thEee for each grade. Two replies recommend correet 
expression through self expre:ssion; one fears that correct 
expression hampers self expression. One teacher in grade II 
seeks f·or. artistic self expression; two seek :eo:~:·develop an 
appreciation of .li ter-a.ture. Na:tu:rel and oorreot expression 
are mentioned in two reports~ Such suggestions as "thinking 
before expression" and nsomething worth while to say and say 
it.well " indicate that teachers are thinking of content as 
well as form of expression. 
v .. General Conclusions .. 
From the consideration of the replies to this questionary 
emerge two outstanding impressions. The first is the need of 
a "bureau of definition", of a vocabulary for discussing 
English problems. Until we agree lll.pon what we mean by "English" 
and upon what we shall regard as "English n subjects we can 
hope for little progress in the organization and coordination 
of courses in elementary English. 
The second is the general feeling among all teachers 
that they are handicapped by having to teach too many things 
to too many pupils in too little time. In every instance 
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where suggestions for bettering working conditions are asked 
for, a large proportion of teachers asks for more time and 
smaller classes. 
The influence of an unfavorable environment upon results 
in 'English appears in all the various branches of English 
study. Foreign homes seem to affect lite child's use of 
American idioms and his freedom of expression, but· the general 
opinion seems to be that a bad environment means bad Englis~ 
whether the home be American or foreign. However very few 
teachers name improvement in home environment as a possible 
remedy for their English troubles, perhaps because illley feel 
that to do so would be like asking for the moon. 
One cause of failure to get results, for which teachers 
offer no remedy and which it seems should be made a matter cff 
serious consideration, is the pupil's persistent failure to 
apply the knowledge he has. The task for educe.tors is to.-
find a means by which to develop in the pupil the power elf 
application. Complaints of his carelessness, inattentmon, 
slovenliness, and inaccuracy seem to be merely confessions of 
failures in our school system amd methods. Perhaps if teachers 
were not so generally over-burdened they would be ~ble to 
insist upon and secure a higher quality of work from their 
pupils, and thereby raise the standard in every particular; 
raise the standard of .. results as measured by the final test, 
the development and progress of the pupil. 
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